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Advisor: Professor Kaliappa Ravindran
The issue of less-than-100% reliability and trust-worthiness of third-party controlled cloud
components (e.g., IaaS and SaaS components from different vendors) may lead to laxity
in the QoS guarantees offered by a service-support system S to various applications. An
example of S is a replicated data service to handle customer queries with fault-tolerance and
performance goals. QoS laxity (i.e., SLA violations) may be inadvertent: say, due to the
inability of system designers to model the impact of sub-system behaviors onto a deliverable
QoS. Sometimes, QoS laxity may even be intentional: say, to reap revenue-oriented benefits
by cheating on resource allocations and/or excessive statistical-sharing of system resources
(e.g., VM cycles, number of servers). Our goal is to assess how well the internal mechanisms
of S are geared to offer a required level of service to the applications. We use computational
models of S to determine the optimal feasible resource schedules and verify how close is the
actual system behavior to a model-computed ’gold-standard’. Our QoS assessment methods
allow comparing different service vendors (possibly with different business policies) in terms
of canonical properties: such as elasticity, linearity, isolation, and fairness (analogical to a
comparative rating of restaurants). Case studies of cloud-based distributed applications are
described to illustrate our QoS assessment methods.
Specific systems studied in the thesis are: i) replicated data services where the servers
vmay be hosted on multiple data-centers for fault-tolerance and performance reasons; and ii)
content delivery networks to geographically distributed clients where the content data caches
may reside on different data-centers. The methods studied in the thesis are useful in various
contexts of QoS management and self-configurations in large-scale cloud-based distributed
systems that are inherently complex due to size, diversity, and environment dynamicity.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Cloud computing focuses on offering different types of services such as software as a service
(SaaS), platform as a service (PaaS), and infrastructure as a service (IaaS) under pay-per-use
business model [1]. SaaS is a software delivery method in which applications hosted by a
service provider are made available to customers remotely as a Web-based service. In PaaS
form, a cloud customer builds applications using the application programming interfaces
(APIs) provided by the cloud. In IaaS form, a customer runs applications on the virtual
machines (VMs) using the APIs provided by the underlying guest operation system (such as
Linux and Windows).
Many cloud service providers (CSPs) exist in the market, offering public cloud comput-
ing services: such as Amazon (AWS), Google (AppEngine), Microsoft (Azure), Rackspace
(CloudServers), and HP (Cloud Services). The pricing strategies adopted by cloud providers
also vary, offering computing services at low costs and affordable terms. For instance, Ama-
zon AWS charges by the number of VM instances used by a customer; whereas, Google
AppEngine charges by the number of VM cycles used by a customer application.
The disparate business and administrative practices adopted by cloud providers and the
third-party control of cloud components and data resources impact the quality, trust, and
1
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performance experienced by customer applications. Some of the questions that might arise
in customer’s mind are: does the application get the promised VM cycles, is the data stored
at the remote site secure, is the computation oﬄoaded to the VM executed correctly, etc.
Given the business mode of offering cloud services to customers, another related question is:
how good are the services of a cloud provider when compared to that of other providers.
A concrete answer to these questions is useful for both the customers and providers of
cloud computing services. For a customer, it helps choosing a cloud provider that best fits
the performance, cost, and reliability needs. For a cloud provider, it helps in identifying
the improvements needed in their provisioning strategies: how many VMs should be allowed
to run on the physical machine cores, how to manage the outages of machines and storage,
etc. As a related point, a question arises in the customer mind as to whether a CSP meets
its stated obligations. To ameliorate the issue of mistrust between the CSP and consumer,
a service-level agreement (SLA) is drawn up to document the obligations of each side [2].
The SLA can document the promised quality of service from a service provider and the para-
functional requirements of service delivery to the client. The SLA also includes a prescription
of the penalty in case that the service provider under-performs or is unable to provide service
at the promised level.
1.1 Customer mobility
Cloud customers are now more mobile with extensive use of smart phones, tablets, laptops in
their day-to-day lifestyles. The mobile devices are limited in their computational capabilities:
CPU cycles, storage, and network bandwidth. To cater to the needs of mobile customers,
some cloud providers have also started offering mobility support services: such as hosting
customer-specified surrogate computations on the server VMs [3, 4]. Figure 1.1 shows the
architecture of a cloud-based service support system for remote client applications. Cloud A
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Figure 1.1: Functional layers and modules in a CSP
hosts two surrogate computation instances on behalf of two different mobile clients, while the
cloud B hosts one instance. From a CSP standpoint, a surrogate computation however brings
in security issues that may affect the provider’s infrastructure, and also violate the privacy
and integrity of other customer data and computations. From a customer standpoint, the
ease of mobility is contingent upon the ability of finding a cloud provider in local geographic
region that offers mobility support. The provider and customer obligations pertaining to
mobility support can also be captured as an obligation listed in the SLA.
Furthermore, a mobile cloud consumer may employ multiple cloud service providers to
cater to their application requirements. The customer might want to switch from one CSP
to another for a sustainable and continuous QoS, i.e., the customer can be logically mobile
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even without necessitating a geographic mobility.
1.2 Cloud service provider comparison
An SLA may specify the quality attributes along with their desired values as the objectives
to be met by the CSP at run-time. For instance, the service availability should not fall
below 98%, the resource elasticity should be more than 80%, etc. The quality attributes
can be expressed in terms of the concrete parameters of the underlying system components
participating in the service (such as VM cycles, access & core network bandwidth, and
storage speed & capacity). Thus, different CSPs can be compared and benchmarked against
one or more of the quality attributes listed in the SLA, with their concrete mapping being
specific to the service abstraction.
A few works elsewhere have studied the issue of calibrating and benchmarking of different
CSPs. The works [5] [6] have studied a single provider: Amazon AWS, at the IaaS level. The
work [7] describes more comprehensive study that allows comparison of multiple CSPs in
terms of system-level metrics to characterize the VM, storage, and network elements allocated
to the customer computation. A quick and informal comparison of CSPs is also available in
the form of blog posts and technical reports (see [8], [9], [10]). A major issue, as pointed out
in [7], is that each CSP employs different business models and administrative practices to
provide the services – which makes it hard to come up with a common set of benchmarks that
cover multiple dimensions in the service provisioning mechanism. The issues are exacerbated
when the cloud is made up of heterogeneous components and provisioning methods, and the
customers are mobile [4].
A second issue is about the measurement methodology adopted: what to measure, how
to measure, and how to interpret the measured results. For instance, is the meta-data on
service provisioning (say, information about the VM cycles and number of VM instances
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and the VM down-time) easily accessible to the measurement tool? What are the service
dimensions to measure the ability of a CSP to support mobile clients? Should benchmarking
be done at the IaaS level or SaaS level 1? These questions pertain to how precise and concrete
are the computation and communication requirements specified by an application, and how
accurately the provisioning of cloud resources at the service side is measurable.
1.3 Cloud-based networked system assessment
The QoS feature of S depicts an ability of S to control its performance in response to
an underlying infrastructure resource allocation or a change in the external environment
conditions. The QoS-to-resource mapping relationship should be established in a quantitative
manner under specific environment conditions, in order to meet the performance objectives
in predictable way. An example is the determination of content delivery latency over a
distribution network set up on a geographically spread-out cloud of content storage nodes
(e.g., YouTube), in the presence of node failures. Virtualization, which allows realizing
the distribution network as a core service from the cloud provider, does not by itself prevent
fluctuations in the latency behavior (e.g., jitter) induced by node failures and outages. Here, a
para-functional goal is to reduce the latency jitter by resorting to content caching techniques
(such as use of ”reflectors” as advocated in [11]), thereby assuring a stable behavior of
applications. The mapping between the output of S and platform resources should be
known with reasonable accuracy: either as a closed-form model of S or through a series
of incremental allocate-and-observe invocations on S [12, 13].
The domain-specific core adaptation function in a cloud-based system S is viewed as
a control-theoretic feedback loop acting on a reference input Pref : say, for cloud resource
1We consider SaaS layer as a appropriate measurement point. It allows us to infuse the measurement logic
into the built-in algorithm that runs anyway to support the intended applications without any additional
resources expended for testing.
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management. The controller C generates its actions I based on a computational model of
S, denoted as: g(I, O, s, E) — where O is the plant output in response to the trigger I, s is
the plant state prior to the incidence of I, and E depicts the environment condition. Since
the true plant model g∗(I, O∗, s∗, E∗) is not completely known, C refines its input action
in a next iteration based on the deviation in observed output O∗ from the expected output
O when action I occurs. Upon S reaching a steady-state (over multiple control iterations)
with output P ′, the output tracking error |Pref −P
′| is analyzed to reason about the system
capability. Our approach is guided by the concepts and taxonomy of dependable computing
presented in [14].
An external management entity H views the system S as supporting adaptation processes
A′p wrapped around a core system g
∗(· · · ), i.e., A′p ⊗ g
∗(· · · ) — where ’⊗’ denotes the com-
position in an object-oriented software view. A′p is embodied in a distributed agent-based
software module that forms the building-block to structure S ([15] provides an architecture
for distributed realization of the adaptation logic of A′p). S interacts with its (hidden) ex-
ternal environment through the core elements g∗(· · · ): e.g., responding to client queries on a
web server, and delivering content over a network transport connection. Here, the meta-level
signal flows between A′p and g
∗(· · · ) are visible to H . The layered software structure of S
intrinsic to cloud-based systems: viz., the infrastructure, service-oriented algorithms, and
adaptive application, stacked in that hierarchy and separated across well-defined interfaces,
lends itself well for the dependability analysis by H . Here, the service attribute of S ex-
ported by the computational algorithm to its applications rests upon the component-layer
service from the underlying infrastructure (e.g., resource allocation, failure detection). These
core layers together constitute g∗(· · · ), with A′p housed in the application layer for behavior
monitoring & control. The latter involves exercising the underlying algorithm layer (and
in turn, the infrastructure layer) via signaling points defined in the service interfaces. The
dependability of S may be quantified, with suitable metrics (for certification and control
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purposes), by analyzing the external state-machine level signal flows by H .
The external assessment module, H , has the following functions:
1. identifies of plant state s such that the input action I initiated by the controller in the
subsequent iteration and the corresponding plant output O are accurately estimated;
2. reasons about the output tracking error |Pref − P
′| under various environment condi-
tions, and maps it onto a measure of the capability of S.
This thesis work primarily focuses on the function #1 – system (or plant) identification –
using techniques such as output behavior analysis of the actual system aided by the compu-
tational model under various parameter settings and system conditions to reason about the
QoS compliance. This would enable self-adaptation of system S to provide sustained QoS
in the face of hostile external environment conditions2.
1.4 Business and technical aspects of cloud-based ser-
vices
In this work, we consider:
1. External auditability and assessment of service provider’s internal work-flows and out-
puts delivered to customers;
2. Service provider’s exposure of its internal processes and parameters to trusted and
neutral third-parties (with adequate safeguard of properties) via service management
interface. See Fig. 1.2.
Under the existing mode of service offering, the CSPs may not expose their internal
process for one (or more) of the following reasons:
2Some of our earlier works on automobile cruise control systems focused on QoS-oriented adaptation of
vehicle speed in a multi-vehicle setting [16, 17].
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Figure 1.2: Third-party assessment of cloud services
• Architectural limitations: The strict layer boundaries in a cloud-based system en-
ables a higher-level (e.g., SaaS) service provider to leverage lower-level (e.g., PaaS/IaaS)
services from a different CSP. In such cases, the administrative boundaries may pre-
vent the lower-level providers to expose their internal work-flows to external entities.
In addition, a cloud infrastructure may span across data centers involving the Internet
infrastructure. This mode of offering prevents CSPs from exposing certain parameters
like available network bandwidth.
• Lack of generic standards: In the area of computer networking, standards such as
Abstract Syntax Notation One (ASN.1)3 and External Data Representation (XDR)4
exist to standardize data or information formatting for cross-platform/layer exchanges.
Currently, such standards do not exist in the cloud services domain to export service
meta-data to third-party entities for service quality auditing.
• Lack of regulatory oversight: The absence of neutral regulatory authorities for
cloud service quality assessment result in lack of clarity in what and what not to
3https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abstract_Syntax_Notation_One
4https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/External_Data_Representation
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expose to external entities. Since the lines are not clearly drawn regarding the level of
information to be exposed, the CSPs may be reluctant to expose any information at
all.
• Legacy systems: In legacy systems, the algorithmic mechanisms may be rigidly
intertwined with core mechanisms of the service offering. The inability to decouple
may prevent the providers to export the systems internal processes.
We envisage that in the futuristic business model for the evolving cloud-hosted services,
service provider’s exposure of internal processes to trusted entities and external assessment
may even be mandated by regulatory agencies, as part of a service licensing and operating
procedure (to exercise regulatory control over service quality). An analogical example of
such an existing business model is restaurants operations. A restaurant’s internal process
and work-flows are subject to inspection and audit by health inspectors: such as how many
days a cooked food can be stored before discarding, how much refrigeration is done on raw
materials, presence of right-level of nutrients as claimed in the menu-card, etc. Prior to
opening the business for public, as part of licensing requirements the restaurant owners
ought to agree to offer necessary hooks to enable inspection by the local Department of
Health officials. The inspectors run compliance check on specific metrics as part of the
verification without having to know the actual food preparation process.
1.5 Brief overview of our measurement approach
How well the claims made during the design of a cloud-based system service is actually met
in the face of extreme conditions incident on the cloud components and resources? This
depends on the underlying algorithmic and work-flow processes at the CSP – which are not
directly verifiable. We believe that a set of service-level criteria are needed which can be
concretely reasoned about in figuring out how good a cloud service is. These criteria are
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expressed as high-level quality attributes associated with a cloud service: such as elasticity,
isolation, availability, and agility [18]. These attributes, which depict the non-functional
properties of a service, can be mapped onto specific instances of the operational parameters
and work-flow processes employed by the CSP. For instance, the uninterrupted availability
of a software service S is an attribute of the algorithm hosted on the VMs to offer the service
S as a SaaS functionality to the customer application. At the lower IaaS level however, the
SaaS layer, which leases VMs to run its software algorithm, interprets ”service availabil-
ity” as the probability that a leased VM doest not suffer outage. The mapping reflects the
business practices of CSP to match the resource allocation with a demand despite the unpre-
dictability of client demands: resource over-provisioning versus aggressive resource sharing
among clients.
1.6 Case studies
We illustrate the assessment methodology using the following two case studies:
• Replicated Data Service:
In this system, the data collection devices are replicated to mask failures (such as data
corruption due to malicious behavior), with a majority voting on the data fielded by
replicas to ensure correct data delivery to the end user. We consider assessment of
resource under-provisioning at IaaS-level (e.g., VM cycles, network bandwidth) and
SaaS-level (e.g., number of replicas). We use the QoS metrics such as data delivery
latency, average number of voting iterations incurred before a correct data is delivered,
the probability of query failure, etc.
• Content Distribution Network (CDN):
In this study, we consider under-provisioning of proxy nodes on a content distribution
tree that delivers the contents maintained at a central server to various clients over a
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geographically spread-out topology [19]. The detection of SaaS-level resource under-
provisioning is realized using the QoS metric content read latency experienced by the
CDN clients.
1.7 Contributions
The main contributions of this dissertation are the design, implementation, and evaluation of
system identification techniques for model-based assessment of cloud services. The specific
contributions of the dissertation include:
• Cross-layer measurement technique: It is hard to measure system internal parame-
ters directly in a cloud-based system due to third party control of cloud resources and
statistical resource sharing among the clients. In this work, we exploit the I/O behav-
ior at the client-SaaS and SaaS-IaaS layer interfaces to measure the system internal
parameters via service parameters seen by applications. Since the structured systems
typically has a finite-state representation, a closed-form mapping between I/O at layer
interfaces is feasible.
• System identification for computational models: We employ system identification tech-
niques (commonly referred as ”plant identification” in the industrial control systems
field) to identify the internal parameters of a computational system using external
observations. The process involves construction of computational model of the actual
system under test. We use the model to determine the feasible resource allocation for
an externally observed behavior and use it to infer the actual system parameters.
• Testing techniques for system parameter inference: We use the computational model
and training set data outputs (obtained for representative inputs in the actual system)
for inferencing. We use the information to determine feasible test inputs for testing
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the service provider. The observed system outputs for various test inputs and system
conditions is used to infer the unknown internal parameters. We also employ tech-
niques such as parameter perturbation on the actual system and computation model
for disambiguation between the shared vs non-shared resource scenarios.
• Model-based QoS assessment: Our approach to external system assessment delineates
domain-knowledge of the system from the assessment process at a meta-level. Our
assessment module leverages the QoS meta-data and externalized algorithmic processes
to analyze the system performance against the benchmarked computational model
in a simulated world. Our domain-neutral methodology allows re-use of assessment
techniques across different systems. It also enables QoS-based self-reconfigurations in
complex networked systems.
1.8 Dissertation overview
We introduce our proposed measurement approach and present the service quality metrics
for system assessment in Chapter 2. In Chapter 3, we provide a detailed discussion on the
background concepts related to system assessment. We position the scope and applicability of
our work among other related concepts such as system verification and auditing. We discuss
how the approach of this thesis work relates our prior work and highlight the differences over
existing approaches to system assessment. A detailed discussion on the related works on the
topics of QoS-oriented approaches to cloud resource and performance management and SLA
assessment and enforcement is provided in Chapter 4. We discuss three motivating examples
for our evaluation approach in Chapter 5. One is a non-technical example (QoS evaluation
of a taxi service), another from cyber-physical system domain, and the final example is from
the networked system domain.
The replicated data service case study is discussed in Chapter 6. The first part of the
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discussion is about IaaS layer measurements and the second part presents the inference and
assessment of SaaS provider. In Chapter 7, we introduce a cloud-based content distribution
network (CDN) system. We present the challenges in assessing the SaaS layer algorithms and
processes. We discuss our approach to infer the SaaS level system parameters. We present
usefulness of system parameter inferencing and assessment techniques in self-managing dis-
tributed systems in Chapter 8. In Chapter 9, we present the conclusions and potential future
directions of this work.
Chapter 2
Proposed Work
Service quality assessment in the cloud is critical to quantitatively compare services offered
by different cloud service providers. We believe upper layer QoS measurements are more
meaningful to compare different service providers in order to ensure that the QoS metrics
are aligned with the application’s perception of service quality (instead of low-level measure-
ments). Moreover, it is easy to measure the quality using service-level metrics than oper-
ational parameters at the infrastructure level. Therefore, we advocate a measurement ap-
proach where the easy-to-measure service-level metrics are mapped onto the hard-to-measure
infrastructure parameters.
In this section, we present a three-dimensional layered view of a cloud-based networked
system. We also provide concrete definition of service quality attributes that are experienced
by the client application. We then present service-level benchmarks and measurements
for a cloud-based system and discuss the mapping of SaaS-level measurements onto IaaS
parameters.
14
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2.1 Three-dimensional architecture of a cloud-based
networked System
Figure 2.1: 3-dimensional view of a cloud-based networked system
Figure 2.1 shows a three-dimensional view of the planes of operation in a cloud-based
networked system. The data, control, and management plane functions are exercised via
well-defined interfaces. The application interface allows client entities to perform semantic
processing of the data. The service layer underneath offers useful abstractions for applica-
tions by executing distributed resource management algorithms and processes (e.g., providing
resilient data paths over unreliable networks). The service layer algorithms interact with the
underlying infrastructure layer that provides computational and physical resources to realize
the service abstractions (e.g., network bandwidth, content storage, sensor pools, etc.).
The domain-specific measurement logic on the management plane reasons about how
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well the QoS expectations of the consumers are met by the service provider. The module
employs system identification techniques to infer system internal parameters using the system
meta-data exposed by the service provider to external management entity. The system
identification process includes testing the system by generating and injecting artificial traffic,
faults, etc. via the application interface. The inferred system parameters are then used
to compute the expected QoS using the computational model of the system. The QoS
assessment module then compares it with the actual QoS to reason about the compliance of
the service provider.
It is hard to measure the IaaS parameters: viz., VM cycles and memory allocated to a
client. This is partly due to the statistical nature of resource sharing among various service
instances invoked by clients. Secondly, the third-party control of cloud resources makes the
meta-data on VM cycles and memory not easily accessible for measurement purposes. So, we
advocate measurements at SaaS level, where software algorithms run on a network of VMs
to export an application-oriented service for client programs: such as an image data store
realized on a cloud. A key advantage is that the closed-form mapping of SaaS algorithm
operations onto the IaaS parameters allows determining the available VM cycles and network
bandwidth for the client application.
2.2 Our measurement approach
In our approach, we extract measurements from an application oriented algorithm that
is needed anyway at SaaS layer to support client applications. These measurements are
then mapped onto the IaaS parameters using closed-form relations that capture the I/O
behavior of SaaS algorithm: where the inputs are the VM cycles and network bandwidth, and
the outputs are the measured service parameters seen by applications (e.g., query latency
in a cloud-hosted web service). Since a SaaS-layer algorithm typically has a finite-state
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representation, a closed-form mapping between the algorithm outputs and the inputs from
IaaS-layer is feasible. The cross-layer mapping relationship is shown in Figure 2.2. Our
approach may be deemed as making on-the-fly measurements incurring a minimal overhead
because the running of SaaS layer algorithm is needed anyway to realize the application
goals. This is in contrast from the use of a stand-alone measurement mechanism: even if it
is made stealthy1.
Figure 2.2: Closed-form mapping relationship between IaaS and SaaS
The workload generated by an instance of SaaS-layer algorithm can be determined from
its task-flow graph (TFG) representation: which identifies the various sequential and parallel
sub-tasks to be executed on the cloud. The multicast and unicast message exchanges during
algorithm execution are also captured in the closed-form analysis. The TFG is mapped
onto a queuing-theoretic representation of task flows through the cloud resources. The
algorithm-level outputs: such as latency and throughput, can be analyzed by employing the
basic queuing-theoretic formulas to analyze the task flows. Our measurements thus occur at
the SaaS application interface: which intrinsically meets the stealthiness needs of a testing
mechanism. Since the actual client level query traffic drives the algorithm plus the tester,
the measurement overhead is quite low.
1As an analogy, consider hiring a taxi service to the airport. It is hard to measure driving speed of taxi s
(assume that speedometer does not work). But the time to reach airport T is easily measurable. If d is the
published distance to airport, then driving speed is inferred as: s=d/T
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2.3 Desirable properties of our measurement approach
Cloud provider’s service quality can be measured using various methods and levels. One
approach is to design a stand-alone measurement technique to assess the service quality.
Also, the measurement logic can be hosted at either IaaS-PaaS boundary or PaaS-SaaS
boundary. It is quite difficult to conduct measurements at IaaS-level. This is due to the
unpredictable nature of client demands, CSP’s reluctance to host measurement tools in the
hypervisor, and the architectural rigidity of CSP infrastructure that precludes an upper layer
access to the IaaS parameters.
Independent of such issues, whether a CSP should be aware of the measurement tools
in the IaaS layer is debatable from a standpoint of system management. First, the CSP
may try to alter its business strategy to a less aggressive one during periods of testing
in order to avoid exposing its real strategy to the clients. Second, the signaling overhead
needed to instantiate a measurement tool in a CSP infrastructure may preclude the CSP
from serving a client application2. Regardless, a CSP may however be mandated to agree
for a neutral third-party auditing as a legal requirement for its service offering. Based on the
above considerations, we identified three desirable properties of cloud-based service quality
measurement:
• Non-intrusiveness: During the quality measurement process, suspension of applica-
tion execution with actual traffic may be warranted in order to test the system with
artificial inputs and system conditions. The goal should be to keep the suspension
time as short as possible so that the impact of service quality measurement activity on
the application execution is minimal. This goal may, however, have an impact on the
accuracy of measurement results.
2A generic measurement tool, possible in the public domain, may be unacceptable to the CSP regarding
the measurement quality and fairness. Given this, the measured results may not be deemed by the CSP as
strong enough to accept any penalty for SLA non-compliance.
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• Stealthiness: The service-layer algorithm should not be aware that it is being mea-
sured. The objective is, the core algorithms and processes in the service layer should
not be able to distinguish between the actual application and tester generated traffic.
This would ensure an objective analysis of the service quality experienced by the client
applications.
• On-the-fly: The measurement logic should be embedded into the service algorithm
that executes anyway, in order to eliminate the need for any special purpose measure-
ment tools. Leveraging the external visible service-level attributes for measurement
without special-purpose tools reduces the complexity of measurement logic implemen-
tation and enables scalability across different application domains.
As an analogy, let us consider the taxi service example again. A passenger going to airport
checks the quality of taxi service as part of the trip to airport itself and no special trip is
made just for the purpose of testing the taxi ride (on-the-fly). Taxi driver does not know
that the passenger’s act of looking at watch is for measuring the taxi speed (stealthy). And,
the passenger’s act to determine the driving speed does not affect the driver’s behavior
(non-intrusive).
2.4 Our approach for system-internal parameter infer-
ence
As described earlier in Sec. 1.3, a service-oriented view of a deployed cloud-based adaptive
networked system encompasses two sub-systems:
1. A core system comprising of the infrastructure resources and components and a service-
level algorithm that coordinates the infrastructure components — we denote this sub-
system as g∗(I, O∗, s∗, E∗);
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2. An adaptation module A[g(I, O∗, s, E), φ] that embodies the control logic needed for
adjusting the core system parameters (via the hooks in the management API) — where
applicable, in order to steer the core system towards a desired QoS for the end-users.
The service providers business practices do not allow them expose the system-internal
parameters s∗. The knowledge about s∗, however, is useful in designing the controller logic
A[g(. . .), φ] that optimizes the QoS delivered to the end-users under the prevailing resource
and/or operational constraints. Here, A[. . .] represents the controller algorithm (e.g., AIMD
in a video rate adaptation scheme) and φ represents the actionable logic for operating on
the observed state s. We employ system identification techniques [20] to infer s∗ based on
externally observed output O∗. Basically, an inference about the unknown system parameters
(s∗−s) under a given knowledge about the environment condition E ⊂ E∗ aids in improving
the accuracy of system model g(I, O∗, s, E) — and hence the quality of QoS control.
The identification techniques make use of the information exported by the service provider
to the external auditor for system assessment or auditing purposes3. The information ex-
ternalized by the service provider include axiomatic specification of algorithms that do not
contain any proprietary service offering related information, service quality profiles. Besides,
the service provider ought to provide training set data for specific representative parameter
set and environment conditions as requested by the external assessment module.
2.4.1 System testing for internal parameter inference
The system identifier module leverages a tester component that infuses artificial test inputs
and system conditions into the actual system using the hooks in the management API. During
the testing phase, task requests/inputs from actual client entities are kept in suspended
mode. During the active period, the target system runs with real client inputs and the
3Our approach to system identification can be considered as a gray-box identification technique wherein
the process of identification exploits partial prior information and measurable external parameters [21]
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system generating outputs, with the assessment module going into a ”semi-active” state.
See Fig. 2.3. How quickly and accurately the system benchmark is identified will have an
impact on the QoS assessment of the target system S.
Figure 2.3: Active vs testing periods during system identification
Fig. 2.4 shows the generic schema to infer system-internal processes and parameters
using test inputs. As outlined in previous sections, under the futuristic mode of cloud
service offerings, we envisage the service providers would be mandated to expose service-
specific information to a trusted external entity to obtain permission to operate. During the
service offering, the entity collects and logs QoS meta-data. The management entity then
uses the computational model, g(I, O∗, s, E), of the service-support system for inferencing
the system parameters. The trigger for assessment may arise due to a customer complaint
regarding laxity in QoS or pre-scheduled assessment interval. The management entity obtains
the training dataset from the provider and uses it to determine feasible test input ranges
to test the system. The observed responses for the test input is then compared with the
model-estimated output to infer the system internal parameters.
2.4.2 Feasibility evaluation of the test inputs
Consider an actual system implementing the core functionality — denoted as g∗(I, O∗, s∗, E∗).
The tester module we employ for system-internal parameter inferencing employs a model of
the actual system g(I, O∗, s, E) — where s ⊆ s∗ and E ⊆ E∗. For the purpose of making
inference about the unknown parameters (s∗− s), the tester module sends test sequences of
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Figure 2.4: System identification – generic schema
inputs for which the system outputs are known from prior experiments under known environ-
ment conditions E — which constitute the ”training data sets” in our approach. This testing
with an actual system casts two important characteristics on the testing process itself:
1. The actual system g∗(. . .) is an integral part of the testing loop, which allows capturing
the reactive capability of the system under test inputs;
2. To satisfy the stealthiness needs of testing, a pre-evaluation of the test inputs is carried
out using the system model g(. . .) before exercising these inputs on the actual system
g∗(. . .).
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We refer to the pre-evaluation phase 2 in the testing process as ”feasibility evaluation”
of the test inputs4. This phase ensures that the test inputs keep the actual system within
normal operating regions (e.g., avoiding unusual resource congestions). This makes an actual
system g∗(. . .) oblivious of differences between the tester-supplied inputs during test episodes
and the application-level client supplied inputs during normal running phase. The inability
of g∗(. . .) to distinguish between the test episodes and normal operations ensures the sanctity
of service behavior offered by g∗(. . .). For instance, a cloud service provider who multiplexes
the shared resources to reap revenue-oriented gains would not be able to alter its behavior
during test episodes (with the intent of hiding its internal business model and/or cheating).
In the above light, the feasibility evaluation process examines the boundaries and con-
ditions on how the resources would be exercised by the actual system g∗(. . .), as aided by
the model-estimated behaviors computed from g(. . .). A sample feasibility condition is the
resource utilization achieved by g∗(. . .) under test input — such as the storage utilization
of a content caching site X in a CDN not exceeding a threshold T (X) when the test traffic
mimicking real client requests is incident on X . Another sample feasibility condition is that
the artificial faults injected by the tester on a replicated data service system are within the
consensus threshold values meaningful for the publicized server configuration parameters.
An evaluation of such feasibility conditions involves analyzing the computation model g(. . .)
of actual system under the test inputs.
The system-level testing methods proposed in the thesis enable identifying the unknown
parameters (s∗−s) — and hence the actual system’s operating point, with high accuracy. In
this light, the case studies undertaken in this thesis are to infer: i) the topological placement
of content caching sites in a CDN, and ii) the choice of consensus threshold and number of
servers in a replicated data service system. The design of controller logic A[g(. . .), φ] and
4Our approach to determine feasible test inputs range and system conditions is inspired by the test
sequence generation approach for network protocols advocated in [22, 23].
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its impact on the quality of QoS adaptation is itself outside the scope of thesis. Neverthe-
less, chapter 8 outlines a few tenets on the design of QoS controllers in specific application
domains.
2.5 Canonical properties
We identify a broad set of service-level attributes for incorporation as SaaS-level benchmarks
in our cloud measurement approach. These attributes are domain-independent, with domain-
specific meanings associated by client applications. The service attributes can be dynamically
computed using mapping relations that take into account the specifics of algorithm-level
processes and infrastructure resource usage [24]. A survey of industry white papers [18] on
the topic allows identifying a key list of attributes, as given below:
• Availability: How often does the service perform the requested operation on time?
• Mobility: To what extent does a CSP enable client devices to move around trans-
parently without degrading the QoS experienced? This is tied to the willingness and
ability of a CSP to host client-surrogate computations on its server nodes.
• Elasticity: How much a resource used by the CSP can grow as the application de-
mands increase? This requirement arises due to the inability to predict resource de-
mands at the outset.
• Linearity and Isolation: To what degree is resource isolation and fairness enforced
by the CSP. In a cloud setting where VMs and other resources are shared, it is essential
for a CSP to give customers an abstraction of a dedicated resource allocation that can
grow and shrink as per the changing demands.
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• Resilience: To what extent does a CSP continue to offer its services, despite VM
failures and outages? A service is said to be robust if the CSP fully masks the effect
of failures from the client, i.e., makes it look like as if no failures have occurred.
The IaaS and SaaS level resource parameter configurations have an impact on the service-
level attributes mentioned above. Consider the availability attribute of a CDN system, for
example. The storage speed and network link bandwidth in the infrastructure and the strate-
gic placement of caching sites in the content distribution topology will have an impact on the
availability of the system for clients. Similarly, let’s say a SaaS provider acquired less-than-
required amount of resources to meet sustained service quality objectives and/or does not
have the efficient service migration algorithms implemented. This will have an impact on
attributes such as mobility and resilience as the service consumer will experience QoS degra-
dation in the event of a failure. In short, any shortcomings or changes to the infrastructure
or service-level algorithm parameter(s) will have a visible impact at the client application
interface level in the form of reduced QoS (or QoS jitter). The mapping between the inter-
face properties and the underlying service and infrastructure layer parameters serves as a
motivation for us to reason about the system internal parameters using plant identification
techniques.
Table 2.1: Parameter dependencies in a data storage service
Service Metrics Parameters Used in Mapping to Cloud Infrastructure
Data access latency #VMs hosting servers, VM cycles, network BW, replication
strategy
Data coherence Strategy to time-stamp data & determine global virtual time,
data update frequency, VM failure rate
Performance stability VM cycles, degree of VM multiplexing
Data availability # of VMs leased, VM failure rate, VM downtime, replication
strategy
... ...
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It is desirable that the CSP internal workflow process for resource management enforce the
above-stated properties. In order to determine how good the CSP enforces these properties,
one can exploit closed-form mapping relationship exists between the service-level metrics and
infrastructure parameters. The mapping function is specific to the algorithm employed by
the service provider. The dependencies between the service metrics and cloud infrastructure
for a data storage service is shown in Table 2.1 to demonstrate the mapping relationship.
2.6 Key concepts and assumptions
2.6.1 Perturbation analysis
We employ perturbation analysis (PA) [25, 26] technique for disambiguation in the face of
uncertainty caused by many-to-one mapping between the system parameters and observed
QoS behavior. The analysis involve deliberate introduction of disturbances to one system
parameter at a time in the actual system and observe the impact of perturbation on the
observed system behavior. The general idea is that the system parameters will have varying
impact on the observed behavior. Under perturbation, one or more parameters may cause an
actual behavior that is different from the model-computed behavior. Thus the perturbation
on the actual system aided by the computational model of the system is useful to zero-in on
one system parameter set (from multiple candidate parameter sets before perturbation).
Consider the functional representation of the actual system, g∗(I, O∗, s∗, E∗), introduced
in Section 1.3. The perturbation analysis process involve disturbing the system input I
by a δ and the change in observed output, (O∗ + δ′), in response to the trigger (I + δ).
The input parameter perturbation (by the same δ as in the actual system) is introduced
the computational model of the system, g(I, O, s, E), and the observed output, (O + δ′′), is
noted. The difference in the observed output between the actual system and model [(O +
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δ′′)− (O∗ + δ′)] under perturbation is useful to infer the actual system parameter.
2.6.2 Assumptions for closed-form models
We consider the the service quality measurement process is carried out at specific time in-
tervals called measurement epoch. During the measurement epoch, the system is subjected
with artificial injection of traffic, perturbation of system parameters, artificial attacks, and
so forth, to assess the capabilities of resources deployed by the IaaS/SaaS providers. Upon
simulating scenarios (that may or may not follow the real-world behavior), the difference
between expected and actual service quality is measured. The strict layering between appli-
cation and the IaaS/PaaS providers:
• makes it difficult for service providers to know about application traffic;
• allows the measurement tool to infuse stealthiness in its measurement process (during
a measurement epoch, the tool forces the client traffic to be well-behaved e.g., traffic
smoothing in admission control scenarios);
• allows SaaS provider workflow processes to be observed in a non-intrusive way.
We assume that for the distributed service under assessment, either the IaaS provider is
less-than-100% trustworthy or the SaaS provider is less-than-100% trustworthy. Validity of
assumption about closed-form models with less-than-100% trustworthiness in both IaaS and
SaaS could be part of the future work.
2.6.3 Applicability of cross-layer measurement approach
Our measurement methodology is to map the easy-to-measure service-level observational
parameters onto the hard-to-measure process-level and/or infrastructure parameters using
closed-form mapping relations. The closed-form mapping is feasible for the systems that
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are finite-state representable. The domain-specific closed-form mapping relationships are
specified by the designer of the external management entity. The non-recurring complex-
ity of closed-form relations specification depends on whether the designer considers under-
provisioning at the IaaS-level or SaaS-level. The complexity would exponentially increase if
the designer considers under-provisioning at both layers, because of the number of parame-
ters involved in each layer.
In this work, we consider the case studies that have a finite-state representation (and
hence deriving a closed-form relationship is feasible) for the SaaS or IaaS-level parameters
but not both.
2.6.4 Impact of bottleneck resources on measurement
Figure 2.5: Blind-spot effect due to bottlenecks at dissimilar resources
The identification process of system internal parameters maybe hampered when there
are bottlenecks at dissimilar resources. In the presence of bottleneck resources, under-
provisioning on a non-bottleneck resource may go undetected due to the dominant effect
of the bottleneck resource on the externally visible system parameter such as latency. This
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”blind-spot effect” is illustrated in Fig. 2.5. Here, the service layer algorithm for load balanc-
ing is implemented in such a way that one of the network paths and computational resources
in a distributed system becomes a bottleneck causing an increase in the overall task process-
ing delay. In such situations, the external visible parameter, task delay D, may obscure the
effects under-provisioning on one or more resources elsewhere (say, resource capacity µy).
The service providers may exploit such ”blind-spot effect” to maximize the profits without
getting penalized.
Chapter 3
Entwining of Assessment in
Networked Systems
An adaptive networked system S embodies algorithms to export a core functionality for use
by applications. The functionality of S is made visible to applications through a service
interface (as a set of APIs). An application exercises S with parameters defined in the
interface template to extract a desired QoS behavior. The service parameters depict the
application’s QoS expectations q and a coarse understanding about the external environment
conditions E∗ incident on S. Here, a benchmark for assessment depicts how good S might
have performed under different choices of system-internal algorithms and parameters. Often,
the system designer thinks of a ’gold-standard’ for QoS assessment, relative to which the
actual behavior of S is calibrated. A self-assessment mechanism integrated into S enables
the self-adaptation capability of S, i.e., autonomic reconfiguration of the system-internal
algorithmic processes and/or parameters to sustain an optimal behavior of S in the face of
changing environment conditions.
We benchmark the QoS capability of S by artificially injecting failure conditions E ⊂
E∗ on a simulation model of S and observing the system responses therein. The system
30
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Figure 3.1: Role of QoS assessment in large-scale systems
evaluation is carried out by an external assessment module H . See Figure 3.1. H logs
the QoS and system parameters exchanged between various sub-systems of S at run-time,
which is used in, a subsequent evaluation. The simulation model of S generates an abstract
execution, as derived from a declarative specs of the model of internal processes and work-
flows of S. The simulator reproduces the I/O events from the log: namely, the QoS specs
q, attained QoS q′, and external environment conditions E. H then analyzes the simulator-
generated events to reason about QoS deviations.
3.1 Structured vs unstructured systems
The process of system monitoring and assessment discussed in our work is limited to op-
erating region where a complex system exhibits a structured behavior or an unstructured
behavior can be beaten into structured form using approximation techniques. The struc-
turedness allows us to evaluate the system parameters by reproducing the system behavior,
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subjecting it to artificial failure scenarios (stress testing), and reason about the outcomes1. In
a structured network system, like replicated data service, the service-layer algorithm can typ-
ically be represented using finite state machine. This ensures a predictable system behavior
(in a probabilistic sense) under certain inputs and hostile external environment conditions:
such as resource outages, attacks, etc. The predictability allows the detection of deviations
between expected and observed behavior. In addition to lending itself for assessment, a
structured system allows us to assess the robustness of the assessment mechanism itself.
An unstructured system, on the other hand, lacks consistency with respect to expected
behavior and hence often the behavior is not reproducible and hard to reason about2. The
disorganization makes it hard to detect or impose penalty of an unacceptable behavior. In
an unstructured system, the robustness of the detection or inference mechanism doesn’t
guarantee robust assessment3.
Consider the example of Content Distribution Network (CDN) system. CDN is a net-
worked system wherein the overlay network can either be implemented using a mesh or
tree-based topology [19, 27, 28]. In a tree-based approach, the participating nodes in the
infrastructure are organized into a tree structure. The caching nodes are placed strategi-
cally (typically closer to the clients or at branching points) to improve the content delivery
performance. The non-cache nodes in the tree simply forward content/request to the parent
or child node. In a mesh-based overlay approach, however, the participating nodes are ran-
domly connected. This approach employs swarming technique for content delivery wherein
the content delivery path is dynamically chosen to effectively utilize all available resources.
1A real-world example of a structured problem is calculating the trajectory of a rocket’s flight. Given the
state variables of the rocket such as altitude, velocity, and total mass, the trajectory can be deterministically
computed using Ordinary Differential Equations that gives the time rate of change of each variable.
2As an example, consider large cities or countries where driving conditions are chaotic in nature. Traffic
management in such places could be very hard because it is often hard to nail down the behaviors such as
over-speeding, running through red-light, etc.
3Consider the example of medical diagnosis. The doctor prescribes the patient to follow a certain diet
before a test is conducted. If the patient doesn’t follow the instructions, even a well-designed diagnostic tool
will produce inaccurate or non-actionable outcomes
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The mesh-based overlays depict an unstructured system whereas a treed-based overlay de-
pict a structured system. From a system assessment standpoint, the structured tree-based
overlay approach is amenable for testing (c.f. Sec. 7).
3.2 External assessment of QoS provisioning
Given a cloud-based system S, a measure of how good S meets its QoS objectives under
uncontrolled external environment conditions incident on S is needed for SLA evaluation.
Assessing the quality of QoS enforcement allows certifying the internal process and work-
flows embodied in S. The assessment involves:
(a) collecting a log of the various parameters and control variables exchanged between S
and client; and
(b) reasoning about how good the QoS support mechanisms are orchestrated in S [29].
The assessment activities (a) and (b) employ a signaling mechanism for parameter collection
at the App-SaaS and SaaS-IaaS interfaces.
The QoS assessment process maybe triggered by one of the following:
(i) (a) large deviations in the system output behavior detected by an external passive
observer; and (b) complaints lodged by service consumer to the management entity
about sluggish service quality. Both (a) and (b) may be caused by lower-than-promised
resource provisioning by the service provider. In this case, the QoS enforcement module
attempts to reason about the SLA violations that might have occurred based on the
observed or reported behavior.
(ii) increased uncertainty in knowledge about the external environment (E∗ − E). Unan-
ticipated large changes in the environment conditions may cause a service provider to
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change the system-internal parameters to sustain the promised service quality. If such
a change in operating parameters is not reported to other stakeholders such as external
assessment module, adaptation controller, service consumers, etc., system assessment
maybe triggered because the system model computations are based on a different set
of external environment parameters than the service provider assumed parameter set.
(iii) a periodic system audit scheduled in to ensure continued compliance of the service-
level guarantees. An audit involves assessing the service quality for the current system
configuration. Such a scheduled audit process is essential to offer sustainable service
quality in large-scale system-of-systems.
(iv) externalization of system-internals may lead to non-explainable behaviors of some ap-
plications. For example, consider quality degradation in a cloud-hosted video streaming
service due to transient Internet congestion. This may trigger an assessment but can-
not be accurately reasoned about because of the transient and/or unpredictable nature
of the traffic congestion.
The quality of external assessment entity H in determining the SLA compliance by the
service provider is critical from a legal standpoint as an incorrect assessment and invocation
of SLA penalty clause would result in undesirable outcomes for the stakeholders. The confi-
dence of the external system assessment entity (Hconf) is axiomatically defined based on the
outcome of the assessment entity (Aout) and the system quality (quality(S)) as follows:
• (quality(S)=good) AND (Aout=good) → (Hconf=high);
• (quality(S)=good) AND (Aout=bad) → (Hconf=low);
• (quality(S)=bad) AND (Aout=bad) → (Hconf=high);
• (quality(S)=bad) AND (Aout=good) → (Hconf=low);
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• (quality(S)=80%-good) AND (Aout=90%-good) → (Hconf=medium);
• . . .
3.3 System assessment vs verification
Suppose G depicts the goal to be met by a cloud-based distributed system S. The goal G may
encompass a prescription of one or more non(or para)- functional attributes associated with
the QoS delivered by S to an application. A functional requirement pertains to the localized
effects of the system S, i.e., it affects only the core part of S addressing the functionality
defined by the requirement. Whereas, non-functional requirements prescribe how well S
operates in the environment where it is embedded, while meeting the functional correctness
specifications. Both functional and non-functional requirements are associated with the
output behavior of S as exported to an application through a service interface.
The capability of S prescribed in terms of non-functional attributes is distinct from the
correctness goal of S which is a functional attribute (yielding a YES/NO result). Here, the
the capability of S is a measure of how well the adaptation functions programmed into S
adjust to the changing external environment conditions in meeting an application-level goal
G specified for S. An assessment of the capability of S is distinct from a verification of the
correct behavior of S. A system S is functionally correct is a necessary but not a sufficient
condition for S to meet the goal G.
As an example, consider a cloud-based CDN system. The functional correctness verifi-
cation involves asserting that an up-to-date proxy node is accessible to every client despite
failure of links/nodes in the distribution topology. Here, a verification exercise deals with the
core functional elements of CDN: namely, the dynamic proxy placement, link/node failure
detection, and the algorithms to update proxy nodes. Whereas, an assessment of the non-
functional attributes involves analyzing how often the latency in content delivery is within a
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prescribed limit, the latency jitter due to content changes, and node/link failures. The anal-
ysis involves reasoning about how the proxy placement strategy and the content propagation
algorithms impact the content delivery latency and overhead.
3.4 System assessment vs auditing
The service quality assessment enhances the level of trust bestowed on a service provider by
the client applications, thereby infusing transparency and fairness in enforcing the service-
level agreement (SLA). It also allows clients to distinguish and deciding between different
(and competing) cloud service offerings.
Figure 3.2: Steps in evaluation of non-functional properties
The process of QoS assessment of a cloud-based service-support system involves:
• monitoring non-functional properties of the system; and
• reasoning about the observed QoS parameters.
QoS auditing, on the other hand, involves identifying the causes that led to QoS degrada-
tion. The reasoning of why a lax behavior of the service provider occurs and whether there
is intentional under-provisioning of resources that is deliberately weaved into the system
is important. The process of system diagnosis that follows auditing is intrusive in nature
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(compared to the non-intrusive assessment and auditing), because it involves perturbation
of system parameters by δ and observe whether the changes in the system are as expected.
The system auditing and diagnosis will lead to system reconfiguration and/or assignment of
penalty for quality violations as per the service-level agreement (SLA) between the stake-
holders.
QoS monitoring, assessment, auditing, and diagnosis is essential for autonomic manage-
ment of an adaptive software system. In this thesis work, we focus predominantly on QoS
monitoring and assessment of cloud-based distributed services.
3.5 Complexity of system assessment module
The algorithmic processes and work-flows intrinsic to the operations of a large-scale net-
worked system S induce system-level complexity: such as state-machine space, message
overhead, and topology size & geographic spread-out. The complexity is induced by the in-
teracting physical & logical processes of S. For example, the send/receive of content data at
proxy nodes in a CDN interact with the node storage & network characteristics and the sig-
naling message exchanges between proxy nodes. In this light, the complexity of S depicts the
computational difficulty in representing its true model g∗(I, O∗, s∗, E∗). The internal system
state (s∗) maps on to system interface state (s∗i ) that eventually maps to the output variable
O∗ 4. The mapping relationship is ”many-to-one” for s∗ to s∗i and ”one-to-one” between s
∗
i
and O∗. Model simplification is based on the separability of mathematical and/or compu-
tational functions g(I, O, s, E) that express the dependency of observed output behavior O
on the various inputs I, E ⊂ E∗, and s ⊂ s∗.
We formulate a computational model of the algorithm PE embodied in S and the infras-
4In the replica voting system, an example of internal, interface, and external states are number of replicas
(N), mean number of voting iterations (L′), and the latency respectively. There may be a ”many-to-one”
mapping between N and L′ but the mapping relationship between L′ and latency is ”one-to-one”.
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tructure resource availability R. Aided by such a model, the QoS adaptation logic CS housed
in the application layer is deemed as exercising PE in different ways during its effort to attain
a desired QoS specs q. The assessment module H captures the functionalities [CS,PE ] in a
declarative form, in order to evaluate them under simulated environment conditions E ′ ⊂ E∗
— where E ′ ⊆ E.
System-level complexity of S is related to but not the same as software complexity of
assessment module H that reasons about the behavior of S. The latter pertains to the
management logic programmed in H to analyze various simulated scenarios unfolding from
a declarative specs of the processes externalized by S. The software complexity of H is
O(|E| × |E∗|): which pertains to how hard the programming S is in terms of a multi-
dimensional I/O relationship between the environment E∗ and the core network system
g∗(.). The large dimensionality E∗ and g∗ is intrinsic to the functionality of S itself — which
alludes to the software-oriented challenges in the assessment module H . The software coding
to simulate each state-transition rule of S depicts one unit of program complexity (i.e., incurs
a distinct programming effort) in H .
3.6 Uncertainties in model-based assessment
Uncertainties in model-based assessment arise from two main sources, namely, data uncer-
tainty and modeling errors [30]. The data uncertainty is caused by imprecise knowledge
about the environment conditions incident on system S. This type of uncertainty about
the knowledge gap about the actual system conditions falls under the category of epistemic
uncertainty.
Modeling errors are typically related to the assumptions about boundary and initial condi-
tions and approximations. Modeling errors have an impact on the quality of the model-based
decision-making in networked systems such as quality assessment and resource management
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and reconfiguration. One source of the overall modeling error is the propagation of measure-
ment error in the input variables to the model-predicted outputs. For instance, errors in the
achieved QoS expressed in terms of high-level metrics (such as latency, overhead, . . .), may
result in under-(or over) allocation of system resources. Even if there is no measurement
error, modeling errors may occur due to approximations and assumptions about the target
system. In this work, we assume there are no measurement errors and address the modeling
errors using learning techniques.
We attempt to minimize the model error in our computational models using a learning
approach that compares the actual system generated output5 and model-computed output
under same set of input parameters. The observed deviation for various combinations of
input parameters in both the actual system and the model is then used to calibrate the
computational model. Calibration of model parameters to minimize the discrepancy between
model-predicted and actual output of the system is essential to improve the quality of model-
based decision-making. This in turn would increase confidence in the model prediction and
overall system assessment.
3.7 Adaptation quality of target network system
The intrinsic complexity of S arises due to the knowledge uncertainty about (E∗ − E)
and/or less-than-adequate functional elements in PE to deal with E. We employ the control-
theoretic view of QoS adaptation, as suggested in [12]. The adaptation logic is represented as
a model-based control law programmed into the application software agents through which
control actions are exercised on S in an attempt to attain the desired QoS specs. Since
an accurate computational model of S is not known, the controller executes a series of
approximated actions to steer S towards a steady-state QoS q′ < q. The QoS deviation
5The service provider ought to expose the system I/O behavior under certain system and environment
conditions for the external management entity for assessment and auditing purposes.
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(q − q′) depicts how good is the system S (with its algorithm embodiment PE) in attaining
the QoS specs q — in the face of environment conditions E∗ incident on S. Even if there are
enough resources R, the blind-spots (E∗−E) built into PE however drive the system towards
a sub-optimal use of the resources — and hence CS attains a lower-than-desired QoS. The
sub-optimal behavior becomes more severe with an increase in the hostility of environment
conditions, i.e., for a larger (E∗ − E).
In our work, we strive to reduce the system uncertainty by enlarging the observational
space, i.e., we reduce the unknown dimensions |s∗ − s| and |E∗ −E|. Intuitively, more knowl-
edge about the system internals and environment will improve the quality of QoS control
decisions by CS, i.e., enhance the service quality of S. For example, a precise knowledge
about the number of servers deployed in a replicated data service will enable an optimal
scheduling of task loads on the servers that offers a good QoS for end-users while lowering
the service-level costs. Likewise, knowledge about the available bandwidth Bav on a data
network path enables the send of a suitable VBR (variable bit rate) video over the path to
improve the achievable QoS: i.e., low rate jitter and quick convergence to a final rate [31, 32].
In contrast, many existing AIMD-based rate adaptation methods do not have knowledge of
Bav - and hence achieve a lower QoS. In general, the difficulties in observing s
∗ are partly due
to system architecting and layering (such as Bav in Internet paths) and partly due to the ab-
sence of suitable observational logic. In some cases, suitable control-plane hooks do not even
exist as part of systems design to export the needed system parameters to a decision-making
entity in the management-plane (such as the controller CS).
3.8 Relation to our prior works
Our earlier works have focused more on the system engineering issues: such as control-
theoretic modeling of network systems [33], model-refinements for improved accuracy of
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assessment [34], and probabilistic estimation of non-observable variables [35]. These works
had used a case study of CDN, focusing on the optimal placement of content caching nodes in
a distribution topology under performance and security constraints. The placement problem
is intertwined with the push/pull algorithm employed in a CDN as part of content delivery
service. The pull algorithm (CL) employs time-stamp based techniques to detect out-of-
date copies of a content page at a proxy server node. Here, the content pages at a proxy
node are updated only on-demand from a client. In a push algorithm (SR) on the other
hand, the content is always up-to-date at every proxy node because of the immediate update
propagation from master server. The assessment module evaluates the performability of SR
or CL algorithm, as the case may be, in order to determine the overall performance of CDN
system under various resource scenarios.
In continuation of these works, this thesis focuses on the software engineering aspects of
the system assessment module H . Interfacing with a target network system S, H carries out
the assessment activities with less domain-knowledge. The separation of domain-knowledge
about the target system S from the management module H raises software engineering
challenges. In the CDN case study, the software complexity arises in algorithms to find an
optimal proxy node placement that improves the performance. Our solution is to export a
declarative specs of the internal algorithmic processes of S to H , whereupon a model-based
execution of the specs is orchestrated by H in a simulated world that closely approximates
the behavior of S.
3.9 Improvement over existing assessment methods
Given the intrinsic complexity of self-managing network systems, an assessment of their QoS
capability is currently carried out by ad hoc manual techniques (or, simply not supported at
all). Even when supported, the assessment processes are rigidly tied to the domain-specific
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adaptation functionality of a target system (such as CDN) — and hence cannot be reused
across other systems. This is because the adaptation processes and procedures are deeply
buried in the application layer, i.e., the adaptation logic is often internalized in S without
any explicit generalization.
We delineate the QoS adaptation functionality embodied in a networked system S from
the monitoring of system-level meta-data and processes that capture the QoS behavior.
The assessment module H logs the QoS meta-data from S at run-time, and analyzes the
logged data in a simulated model of S. The simulated run occurs under artificially injected
environment conditions E ′, where E ⊆ E ′ ⊂ E∗. The automated analysis is enabled by a
declarative view of the algorithmic processes externalized by S.
Current assessment processes also generate questionable results:- a well-designed system
sometimes do not pass the evaluation checks and a system with (subtle) design errors gets
passed as a good one. In this light, our goal is to design assessment methods that are largely
separated from the domain-specifics at a meta-level. This in turn allows our assessment
tools and software techniques to be re-used across different systems. Even within a single
application domain, the two assessment instances shown may, say, embody diverse controller
models gi(.) and g
′
i(.) operating on event spaces Ei and E
′
i respectively. The advantages of
a domain-neutral assessment methodology is the reduction in software development costs in
the design of self-managing networked systems — such as our earlier work on multi-vehicle
coordination systems [36].
To compare diverse systems, the meta-level logic of assessment module H is instantiated
with system-specific stubs for the procedural realization of system processes in a simulated
environment. The event spaces Ei and E
′
i in the case of a CDN may capture distinct traffic
parameters: such as the burstiness of client requests and the content popularity among
clients in different geographic regions. The distinct assessment instances are parameterized
by the run-time logs of meta-data that represent the events capturing to the QoS & resource
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changes and external environment conditions.
From software engineering standpoint, our separation of domain-knowledge on S from
the assessment processes of H (at meta-level) lowers the software complexity of assessing
large-scale adaptive network systems: such as CDN.
Chapter 4
Related Works on Service Quality
Management in the Cloud
Cloud computing is an innovative paradigm for provisioning on-demand services, application
platforms, and infrastructures similar to a utility over the Internet. Even though the service
provisioning aspects have improved a lot over the years, there is a significant challenge in
the area of quality of service (QoS) management in the cloud. The objective of this study
is to survey recent research efforts in cloud performance and service-level agreement (SLA)
management and QoS-based cloud resource management.
4.1 Cloud performance management
There are several works that proposed metrics and techniques for performance management
in cloud environments. Statistical resource sharing of cloud resources among multiple ser-
vices is common infrastructure management strategy adopted by service providers. Krebs
et al. [37] proposed different types of metrics to quantify the level of performance isolation
of such cloud-based systems. Cloud providers also use metrics to make different service
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offerings that meet the performance isolation capabilities needed by applications. The met-
rics are measurable externally by running benchmarks while treating the cloud as a black
box. High availability is one of the most desirable attributes for cloud-based applications.
A dynamic redundancy technique using software component regeneration to improve system
availability is discussed in [38]. This work examines how the cloud technology that allows
easier migration, replication, and allocation of VM resources can be leveraged to provide high
system availability while maintaining performance. A key idea is the dynamic redundancy
by regeneration of software components whenever failures occur (in contrast with existing
solutions based on a fixed redundancy level). This is augmented with a smart control of
component placement and resource allocation to minimize performance degradation.
Elasticity of cloud resources is defined as how much a resource used by the CSP can
grow/shrink as per the application demands. Herbst et al. [39] provided a concrete defini-
tion of the term ”elasticity”. It suggests representative metrics of elasticity, and a bench-
marking methodology to capture them, to enable the comparison of different cloud systems.
It also separates the elasticity notion from the other well-known system attributes such as
scalability and efficiency. An approach to compare cloud service providers based on their
business and administrative practices is proposed in [7]. The work describes the methods to
compare different cloud providers based on their varying approaches to the infrastructure,
virtualization, and software services management. The authors develop a measurement tool,
CloudCmp, which compares the performance and cost of cloud providers using a common
set of metrics. The tool help customers select the best-performing providers based on their
application requirements.
A cloud service broker is an entity that autonomically manages the cloud service’s per-
formance and ensures various aspects pertaining to the compliance of service provisioning
agreement between the service provider and clients. [40] describes the challenges in run-
time monitoring of cloud services and tracking changes in service features over time. The
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work highlights the importance of assessing the violations to previously established service
agreement and its impact on QoS. For scalability reasons, more often than not, the ser-
vice providers offer services with basic features that is not tailor-made for each consumer.
The trust issues that arise between the provider and consumer under this ”as-is” provisioning
model is discussed in [41]. The authors proposed a three-stage approach for QoS performance
management, namely, initial review, monitoring of QoS metrics, and periodic re-evaluation
of the agreement to account for changes in user requirements and service offering.
An OpenStack implementation of cloud to study the challenges in resource management is
discussed in [42]. The paper reports the design, implementation and evaluation of a resource
management system that builds upon OpenStack. The design allows run-time resource
management configuration from a broad set of management objectives. The management
objectives related to load-balancing and energy efficiency are mapped onto the controllers of
a resource allocation subsystem, which may include live VM migration.
4.2 QoS-based cloud resource management
Cloud components and data resources are under third-party control, and hence are more
vulnerable to attacks and failures. Applications need to deal with the hostile environment
conditions in some way: such as QoS-scaling if resource outages occur. The issues and
challenges in providing Disaster Recovery (DR) as a service offered by clouds is discussed
in [43]. The paper provides DR solutions on automated virtual platforms that minimizes
recovery time and incur lower costs. This is in contrast with existing DR services that come
at very high cost, and offers only weak guarantees on data loss and the restart time after a
failure. [44] describes the methods for cloud-based disaster recovery (DR). The methods are
based on pipelined synchronous replication of computation/data to recover an application
to the point of crash. The economies of scale and on-demand provisioning enabled by cloud
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hosting allow meeting the infrequent, yet urgent, needs of DR. The disaster fail-over methods
are demonstrated on Amazon EC2 platform.
Cloud resource management based on the quality of experience (QoE) perceived by the
users is presented in [45]. With more personal and business applications migrating to the
cloud, the service-level quality that strongly impacts the QoE becomes the key differentia-
tor between providers. The paper discusses the technical challenges with regards to QoE
management while migrating services to run on a cloud infrastructure. Multimedia cloud
applications are discussed as a key driver. The performance and QoS aspects of real-time and
large-scale applications such as gaming is studied in [46]. This work examines the technical
issues in supporting large gaming applications over clouds. The feasibility of cloud gaming
rests on the ability of cloud infrastructure to meet the real-time latency requirements (often a
few milliseconds) for acceptable perception-quality in a fast multi-player interactive setting.
The paper reports a measurement study to assess the performance aspects of a cloud-hosted
game application; namely, the number of players, game servers, and network bandwidth.
Klein et al. [47] proposed a service selection method from a large pool of functionally
equivalent services such that overall QoS of the composite service is optimized. The work
is relevant in Cloud Computing where both the number of distinct services and their dis-
tribution across the network are on the rise, increasing the impact of the network on the
quality of a composition. The approach distinguishes between the QoS of services themselves
and the QoS of the network, which allows the estimated latency to match closely with the
actual latency, resulting in near-optimal service compositions in the cloud. An approach for
service-level configuration and management of large-scale cloud infrastructure is proposed
in [48]. The paper proposed a control-theoretic approach to QoS management wherein QoS
measurement process is automated and the collected metrics is used within control loops to
manage and provision cloud resources.
Kaaniche et al. [49] considered the challenges in QoS monitoring in autonomically re-
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configurable system from security standpoint. When the underlying system evolves, the
features of the service offering changes as well. This work describes the issues in redefining
the security policies and corresponding monitoring functions under such scenarios. A novel
approach to define/redefine security metrics in the SLA and and enforcing them via runtime
monitoring and assessment techniques. A security-focused monitoring technique for service
orchestrations in a cloud-based service oriented architecture (SOA) environment is presented
in [50]. The proposed approach considers policies that define service interaction policies and
employs active/passive monitoring techniques to dynamically verify the composite service’s
compliance with pre-defined system policies.
A novel method for cloud service provisioning using autonomic computing techniques is
proposed in [51]. The proposed solution enables effective allocation of cloud resources while
meeting the QoS guarantees and dynamic recovery from failure during run-time. An auto-
nomic computing-based approach for resource allocation is presented in [52]. The proposed
approach identifies resources such that service throughput is maximized or the resource usage
is minimized to the level of maintaining the required service quality.
4.3 Service-level Agreement (SLA) management in cloud
The works that address trust issues among cloud service providers and cloud service con-
sumers are discussed in this subsection. Domain-specific service quality information is stated
as service-level objectives (SLO) in the service-level agreement (SLA). SLO define the service-
level indicators that corresponds to the promised QoS values from the CSP: such as response
time, availability, and overhead cost. Trust is a measure of how good the QoS-compliance is
enforced by a CSP, i.e., the various SLO conditions are met. The methods for QoS auditing
under various security threats and resource depletions faced by applications running on a
cloud-based distributed service is described in [53]. Given the less-than-100% trust between
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various sub-systems that an application is composed of, the paper advocates a probabilistic
analysis of application behavior relative to the negotiated service guarantees. Huang et al.
[54] presented measurement tools to verify the CPU speed of VMs leased from a semi-trusted
cloud relative to a negotiated SLA. It describes experiments with a measurement algorithm
that can detect cheating on CPU speed (i.e., SLA violations) by a cloud service provider in
a stealthy way.
A model for resource over-commit in clouds, also known as statistical sharing of cloud
resources, is proposed in [55]. It discusses the trade-off between a higher resource utilization
by increasing the over-commit ratio and a risk of resource congestion. An SLA to express
the probability of launching a VM to support an expanded workload is proposed. The paper
describes an algorithmic framework to estimate the total physical capacity required for SLA
compliance under over-commit. A system management tool, ALIBI, that offers verifiable
resource accounting for computations outsourced to a cloud is described in [56]. The absence
of verifiable mechanisms in current systems leads to an undesirable mutual mistrust for the
service providers and consumers. ALIBI places a trusted reference monitor underneath the
service provider’s software platform to observe the resource allocation to customer guest
VMs. The tool tracks the guest VM’s memory use and CPU-cycle consumption.
In cloud computing, SLAs can be established at various boundaries such as PaaS-IaaS
and SaaS-PaaS. Detecting SLA violations in such hierarchical environments is a challenging
task. In order to address this problem, a hierarchical self-healing SLA (SH-SLA) model is
proposed in [57]. The proposed model allows SLA monitoring at different levels. Whenever
a SLA violation is detected, it is communicated to all dependent SLAs so that the process
of rectification is initiated. Results obtained from simulation studies demonstrate that the
proposed self-healing model lead to lesser violations observed at the end user level.
A multi-dimensional approach for compliance verification and trust evaluation, called
Compliance-based Multi-dimensional Trust Evaluation System (CMTES), is proposed in [58].
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The proposed approach allows clients to determine the degree of QoS guarantee compliance
by the service provider and therein assess their trustworthiness. A log-based monitoring
solution on various QoS metrics is employed to evaluate the trustworthiness. The multi-
dimensional view of trust entails perspectives of relevant stakeholders such as users, auditors,
service brokers and peers.
Some recent works on managing distributed system services have focused on different
aspects of QoS auditing: such as trusted mediator versus in-service implementations [59],
scalability and re-usability needs of auditor [60], and system architectural considerations for
auditing [61, 62]. A common point in all these works (and our work too) is the need to deal





In this section, three walk through examples – namely, taxi service, vehicle diagnostics,
and network bandwidth measurement – are presented to motivate our novel assessment
mechanism.
5.1 Evaluation of taxi service quality
Consider a passenger hiring taxi to go to the airport. The taxi and its driver and the road
are like the IaaS layer components, with a promised average driving speed of, say, 50 mph
and a fare payment based on the distance, time, and fuel spent on travel. The driving plan
executed by the driver to get the passenger to the airport (e.g., the route taken by the driver,
the breaks he takes en-route, etc.) is like the PaaS layer algorithm. The SLA negotiated at
the SaaS-PaaS interface is the time to reach airport (Tqos), say 36 minutes via a nominal
route (with no traffic congestion) to the airport (say, a 30-mile distance). A penalty clause
in the SLA may be: say, a $1 reduction in the fare for every 5 minutes of additional delay.
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Now, the driver may cheat by driving at a slower (average) speed than what is expected
of him and/or stopping in between to take the extra passengers to the airport (for higher
revenue by collecting multiple fares). Here a 100%-trustworthy PaaS layer means that the
driver does not cheat on the route taken however (i.e., does not take a longer route to jack
up the taxi fare).
5.1.1 Closed-form relationship
The passenger cannot measure the actual car speed (v) or sense the presence of extra pas-
sengers: given a strict IaaS-PaaS layering that blocks the passenger’s cues about the en-
vironment (visual, aural and proprioceptive), say, with a dark-glassed, sound-proofed, and
shock-proofed chamber around his seat. Note that the passenger cannot even look at the
speedometer located next to the driver. Also, mounting a motion stroboscope on the outside
of car body to measure the driving speed by auxiliary means is difficult for the passenger.
The only parameters easily measurable by the passenger are the actual travel time to reach
Figure 5.1: Actual speed inference in taxi service
airport by looking at his wrist-watch, estimated traffic congestion level (say, via an online
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map service), and the fuel consumption. The passenger tries to infer the average vehicle
speed of the travel based on these information in a stealthy and non-intrusive manner to
determine whether he has been charged fairly for the trip. The high-level view of the speed
inference problem is shown in Fig. 5.1.
The passenger has prior knowledge about the distance to travel to the airport (d), con-
gestion severity (α), and trip cost (Γ) calculation method. Then, the closed-form formula
for model-based estimation of travel time (Test) and Γ is:




Γ = (c1 × T ) + (c2 ×Q) (5.2)
where Q is the amount of fuel spent on the travel and c1&c2 are constants.
(a) Speed vs fuel consumption (b) Impact of traffic congestion on average speed
Figure 5.2: Impact of external environment on taxi service QoS parameters
If the measured travel time and fuel spent are Tobs and Qobs, the passenger can use the
formulas 5.1 and 5.2 to determine, the actual driving speed and cost in the presence of
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cross-traffic α as:




Γ = (c1 × Tobs) + (c2 ×Qobs) (5.4)
The relationship between the vehicle speed and fuel consumption and percentage decrease
of average speed of the vehicle in the presence of congestion is illustrated in Fig. 5.2a and
5.2b respectively.
Let us consider the following case: [d = 30 miles, vqos = 50 mph, α = 0.0, c1 = 0.6, c2 =
0.4]. Assuming the driver is honest, both Test and Tobs for the given case would be 36 min.
and the fuel spent on the travel (i.e., Qobs) would approximately be 1.66 gallons. The driver
charges approximately $2.50 per gallon of the fuel spent, the passenger would be charged:
Γ = $23.26. The need for invoking penalty clause doesn’t arise in this scenario, since the
driver met the QoS guarantee for the average speed and time (i.e., Tobs ≤ Tqos).
There may be scenarios where the driver may not be able to meet the QoS guarantees.
Such a situation may arise due to increase in traffic congestion on the road (in which case
the penalty clause cannot be invoked), driver’s inclination to maximize the revenue by de-
liberately driving at lower than average speed or by stopping at several locations to pickup
additional passengers, etc. In such cases, it is important to discern the reason for QoS
degradation using perturbation analysis like technique and then assess the need for invoking
penalty clause.
5.1.2 Perturbation analysis using traffic congestion parameter
Let us consider a scenario where there is a moderate congestion on the road en-route the
destination resulting in a QoS degradation. The estimated time to reach the destination in
the presence of, say 20% congestion (i.e., α = 0.2) with vqos = 50 mph is: Test = 43.2 min
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with the actual average speed, vobs = 41.2 mph (using 5.3). Now, this moderate congestion
scenario may be hard to distinguish from a dishonest driver who may claim that the QoS
degradation is due to cross-traffic, when there may be none. In order to gain clarity out of
this ambiguous situation, the passenger may try to perturb the controllable parameter in
the taxi service to monitor the QoS degradation under perturbed conditions.
We assume that the traffic congestion parameter can be perturbed by δ (say by reducing
the speed limit with temporary sign boards or enforcing restrictions on making turns to
divert traffic on to a fewer road segments). Let us consider δ = 0.1 and hence the perturbed
congestion α
′
be: 0.3. Using equations 5.1 and 5.3, we get Test = 46.8 min and vobs = 38.46
mph, respectively. If the driver was intentionally under-provisioning on the QoS (i.e., driving
slowly to maximize revenue), then the resulting degradation under perturbation would have
been lower than the observed values.
5.2 Vehicle diagnostics
We conceived an automobile engine diagnostics capability using the easy-to-observe perfor-
mance metrics of a feedback control applications. Our approach is inspired by the non-
invasive diagnostic techniques applied for biological systems. Consider the scenario of de-
tecting blocked blood vessels with a stress-test of the heart. Suppose a person X has 75%
blockage in blood artery. The heart pumps at a higher rate to compensate the reduction
in arterial flow of blood. Now, the blocked artery is like an engine fault in the vehicle that
leads to a reduced thrust generated by the system. Since it is hard to test the blocked artery
directly (in a clinical sense), cardiologists have the patient walk on a ”stress-test” machine
at various levels of controlled stress: like the elevation angles of walking strip and speed of
strip movement. Cardiologists use a code-chart on how the normal heart-rate under simi-
lar physiological parameters as the patient (e.g., BMI) would change under these exercise
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scenarios. From the patient’s actual heart-rate charts, the cardiologist then diagnoses the
blockage. This in-loop testing of artery is similar to engine tests while the car is running
(with the engine interactions with other vehicle components kept intact).
5.2.1 Engine diagnostics using cruise control (CC) system
In order to illustrate the engine diagnostics capability, we use in-vehicle cruise control (CC)
system operating under hostile road conditions E∗: e.g., road slipperiness & elevation, wind
forces, air density, etc. An in-vehicle CC automatically regulates the car speed to a desired
reference Vref set by the driver. The basic CC operations are: sense the current speed V
′,
compare V ′ with Vref , and generate a torque Q to speed up (or down) the car so that V
′
gets closer to Vref . Here, E
∗ depicts the hard-to-measure events, which nevertheless impact
the CC operations.
Figure 5.3: Basic operations in cruise control (CC) system
In a CC system, the QoS depicts multiple attributes of the speed ramp-up behavior of a
vehicle when a reference speed Vref is set: such as the fuel consumption for speed ramp-up,
latency in reaching a speed V ′ close to Vref , and speed jitter in steady-state. The observe-
decide-act (ODA) process in a control step involves, determining the torque to be generated
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in the next step based on the observed speed (V ′) and instantiating it on the in-vehicle
controller. The goal of the CC logic is to speed up/down the vehicle in pursuit towards
Vref , while meeting a desired QoS specs. It is often based on a proportional-integral (PI)
controller with gain constants: (Kp, Ki) to map the observed speed error (Vref − V
′) onto a
torque. See Figure 5.3. Here, statically-configured controller corresponds to the SaaS layer,
and the physical vehicle corresponds to the IaaS layer.
We consider the following physical attributes of the vehicle: mass (m), frontal area of
the car (A), and shape-dependent aerodynamic drag coefficient (Cd). The environmental
parameters (E ⊂ E∗) are: road elevation (θ), friction coefficient (Cr), and air density (ρ).
We may express the driving QoS q in terms of the sub-attributes: ramp-up latency Koda,
torque spent Q, and steady-state speed error (SSE) — which is (Vref−V
′). The closed-form
relationship between vehicle velocity V and the other parameters can be defined as:
V = f(m,A,Q,Kp, Ki, θ, ρ, Cr)
In our study, we use a CC simulation tool developed at CalTech using MATLAB-













](e), · · · for e ∈ E; (5.5)
and the observed vehicle speed (V ′) can provide additional insights on car problems: such
as engine leaks leading to loss of thrust and over-weight loads leading to sluggish response.
5.2.2 Perturbation analysis of CC system
The closed-form relationship between the PI control law constants and the velocity gener-
ated offer a perturbation analysis of the CC system with a controlled change of [Kp, Ki]. The
resulting changes in [Koda,Q, SSE] can be analyzed to zero in on, say, the engine thrust gen-
eration mechanism. The augmented diagnostics capability arises from the differential control
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exercised on mechanical & engine sub-subsystems and observing the changes in various sub-
system interaction effects. For instance, the dominating effects of one mechanical property
over another as the thrust levels are changed can be better captured with a differentiated
control than with the static approach (i.e., no change in [Kp, Ki]) hardwired into vehicles.
Say, for a given [ρ, Cr, θ], that the car mass m dominates over its frontal area A at a certain
[Kp, Ki] but is the other way around at a different [Kp, Ki] provides additional information
for diagnostics purposes.
We give sample results to illustrate the engine diagnostics. Consider a static parameter
setting in SIMULINK: [Kp = 0.5, Ki = 0.1] which factors in [θ = 6, ρ = 6, Cr = 0.014].
The observed QoS of a vehicle with [m : 1000, A : 2.5, Cd : 0.3] is [7, 1641.3, 0.00019]. QoS
degradations under simulated fuel leaks in the engine are observed. A marginal degradation
occurs with 5% fuel leak: [7, 1676.7, 0.0002] and a significant degradation with 15% leak:
[11, 1877.2, 1.823]. QoS degradations observed for the same leak scenarios with an adjusted
[Kp = 0.75, Ki = 0.2] are less: [5, 1007.6, 0.0001] and [10, 1609.1, 1.797] respectively.
5.3 Inference of network paths (A case for adaptive
video transport)
We consider a bandwidth adaptive end-to-end video transport system (BAVT) realized over
a network path as seen through a prism of autonomically controlled networked system. The
network overlay service provider sets up the overlay TCP path between video source and
clients. The packet flow from a video source is bursty, making its bandwidth demand highly
unpredictable. When multiple video sources share the same path, the statistical multiplexing
effects also impact the bandwidth use. The lack of knowledge about bandwidth use is
compounded by the presence of cross-traffic along the path, there by making the available
bandwidth B∗av difficult to estimate. If λ is the rate at which the video source attempts to
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send packets, we denote the bandwidth demand of a flow as: B∗dem = F
∗(λ, [m, ρ, ...]) – where
m is the residual packet loss rate on the link and ρ depicts the burstiness of packet flow.
Since F∗ is not known in an exact form, the adaptation condition B∗dem < B
∗
av is determined
by model-based control – where λ′ is the sustainable send rate.
5.3.1 System testing for available bandwidth inference
Figure 5.4: Testing and inference of available bandwidth
In the absence of knowledge about the internal system parameter B∗av, the external system
management entity tries to infer the parameter using the externally observable packet loss
(Lobs) information
1. The inferred available bandwidth is useful to select an appropriate video
1 The problem of inferring link-level performance parameters such as link-level loss rates, delay, etc.,
using end-to-end measurements have been extensively studied by various research groups under the topic of
network tomography [64, 65, 66].
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encoding scheme and/or adjust the send rate of video sources over multiple control iterations
until a sustainable rate is reached. The process of inference involves injecting a test video
flow with known send rate (λ) and bandwidth demand (B∗dem) and observe the loss incurred,
Lobs [67]. An illustration of the system testing is shown in Fig. 5.4. Here, The network paths
between the video sources and the client comprised of both shared and disjoint paths. The
total bandwidth allocated for two video flows is 23 units over 4 overlay TCP connections
on the network infrastructure. The sustainable rate for flows a and b are 4 units each (with
12.5% statistical multiplexing gain). The inference of the system-internal parameter (i.e.,
the end-to-end bandwidth available over a shared and/or disjoint path configuration for
multiple flows) would be useful to improve the QoS, say via improving the sustainable rate
by choosing a better path configuration. The bandwidth tester module uses the following







The bound for test video send rate is identified using the training data from the actual
system exposed by the service provider and the model-estimated values for different path
setup scenarios (such as shared or disjoint path) and environment conditions (e.g., cross-
traffic). The single-flow case results shown in Fig. 5.5 depicts the experimentally observed
and model-estimated packet loss with varying send rates for flows a and b over an end-to-
end path that contains both shared and disjoint path segments. The send rate inflection
points for source a and b are 6 and 4 respectively after which the observed loss rate increases
exponentially. The inflection point shows that the utilization of bandwidth by the video
sources is close to the maximum available bandwidth.
The second case illustrates a scenario where the flows share end-to-end path. The impact
on loss rate for given a rate for source a while varying the source b’s is depicted. When
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Figure 5.5: Training set for available bandwidth inference
multiple flows share the path segments, the sustainable send rate decreases when one of the
sources increases the send rate while other rate(s) are kept constant. Such a behavior from
the training data is useful while employing techniques such as rate perturbation and analyze
the system behavior to infer shared vs disjoint path segment scenarios. From an application
standpoint, distinguishing between different path configurations is important as it has an
impact on the QoS and performance cost incurred.
The final set of plots show the observed loss rate behavior in the actual system for (i)
disjoint, (ii) shared, and (iii) a combination of shared and disjoint paths. Here, the send rate
for source b is constant and the impact of varying source a’s rate is shown.
5.3.2 Challenges in available bandwidth inference
The complexity of available bandwidth inference is compounded by the possibility of many-
to-one mapping scenario where more than one overlay path configuration result in similar
end-to-end bandwidth for the video sources. Consider the scenarios illustrated in Fig. 5.6.
In Case 1, the traffic from different sources travel through both disjoint and shared network
paths. Case 2 shows the scenario where the traffic flows through distinct paths. The ser-
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Figure 5.6: Available bandwidth inference: many-to-one mapping scenario
vice consumers in Case 2 achieve better QoS but incur more cost because the number of
bandwidth units allocated is higher than Case 1. From an external entity standpoint, the
measured end-to-end bandwidth (say, using pair-wise probing methods [68]) for the video
sources under both cases are identical. These two scenarios can be disambiguated using
training set data obtained from prior experiments and techniques such as input rate pertur-
bation methods. The process of rate perturbation involve perturbing the send rate of one of
the flows in the actual system and observe the impact of the perturbation on the loss rate
of other video sources. This observed loss rate is compared with the model-estimated loss
values and disambiguate whether the data flow paths between different sources share a path
segment in the network.
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5.3.3 Video rate adaptation based on inferred bandwidth
A model-based description of the raw transport sub-system embodied in the BAVT system
may be given as:
g∗(I, O∗, s∗, E∗) ≡ [L∗ = (1−
B∗av
F∗(λ, [m, ρ, ...])
)] (5.7)
In the model, B∗av and L
∗ constitute the internal state s∗ and output O∗ respectively of the
transport sub-system. A model-based video rate adaptation approach [32] may leverage the
inferred B∗av using system identification techniques and use it to compute rate adjustment
schedule λ(est), say using an ’additive increase multiplicative decrease’ (AIMD) algorithm.
An estimate of the packet loss L(est) is then computed for the new send rate λ(est). The steps
involved in model-predictive AIMD-based video rate adaptation is shown below:
λ0 = λcur; L(est) = Lobs
λp = λ(p−1) × exp(−β.L(est)(p − 1)); [β is the AIMD parameter that determines how fast




], p = 1, . . . , k
control trajectory horizon k is so chosen to satisfy L(est)k is less than the specified threshold,
with quick rate convergence and low rate oscillation
The steps describe above allows determining a timed sequence of projected rate reductions
based on inferred Bav, over multiple control steps, that causes the packet loss L to fall below
the specified acceptable threshold.
In this chapter, we described our model-based approach to system identification and as-
sessment using simple day-to-day examples such as taxi service and vehicle diagnostics. We
also described inference of system internal parameter, namely available network bandwidth,
in a video transport system. In Chapters 6 and 7, we describe the process of system iden-
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tification using cloud-based distributed system case studies, namely replicated data service
and content distribution network.
5.4 Statistical tools to analyze test episodes
Given an actual system g∗(. . .), an absence of feasibility evaluation (c.f. Sec. 2.4.2) may have
the invalid inputs causing extreme congestions and queue overflows at one or more infras-
tructure components in the physical world — such as VMs, storage and network links. The
external feedback incident therein on the system as part of an adaptive service provisioning
(due to the controller A[g(. . .), φ]) will however have a choking effect on the very generation
of transactional flows emanating from the test inputs. The traffic choking in turn leads to
a forced reduction in the transactional flows by a substantial a level that is sustainable by
the actual system. For instance, an attempt of the tester module to inject more number
of artificial faults than the number of servers in a replicated data system will be rejected
(with suitable testing-related hooks in the management API to signal exceptions). In such
scenarios of infeasible test inputs (say, excessive traffic inputs without a-priori feasibility
checks), the reaction effects of an actual system will force the sustainable traffic load to be
substantially lower than the offered traffic load from the tester. In other words, the external
feedback causes the overall system g∗(. . .) ⊗ A[g(. . .), φ] to correct itself, albeit, by forcibly
falling back to a much lower sustainable test inputs. Though such test results will be more
inaccurate (due to the extremely high non-linearities), the system outputs do not go out-of-
bounds to infeasible ranges. In other words, the presence of outliers in actual system outputs
even in a scenario of arbitrarily injected infeasible inputs is itself avoided. This is because
the actual system g∗(. . .) is exercised by an application subsystem that supplies the inputs
for g∗(. . .) — possibly through range-checking APIs.
We corroborate this observation with the example of vehicle diagnostics described in
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5.2. Suppose a vehicle engine tester attempts to input unrealistically high torque of, say
100, 000 NM, on the engine. The actual engine itself will reject such an input but instead
respond with an output rotational speed that still falls within a manufacturer specified range
(say, 3000 − 8000 RPM). Even though the observed rotational speed (i.e., engine output)
in this scenario deviates by a large value relative to a case of realistically set torque inputs,
the observed deviation still falls within the above mentioned feasible range. Such large
deviations, if any, can be easily distinguished from an otherwise unrealistic high value that
can be treated as an outlier (say, with the use of suitable range checks). This avoidance of
outliers arises from the intrinsic system-level resistance to unrealistically high inputs that
may inadvertently arise.
Motivated by this observation, we advocate the use of a simple statistical tool, root mean
square error (RMSE)2, to capture the differences between a model-computed system output
and the actual system output [69, 70]. The RMSE between model-estimated output (O) and







where Z is the number of samples in the output. In this light, our enforcement of feasibility
evaluation checks prior to the injection of test inputs purports to keep the system within
normal operating regions (with a high probability) during test episodes. Here, O∗ does not
deviate significantly from O – assuming a well-designed closed-form model of the system.
Our avoidance of incongruent non-linear behaviors of the actual system during a testing in
turn improves the inference accuracy of system-internal parameters.
We illustrate the system’s normal operating region using the empirical delay behavior
2One may employ alternate tools such as mean absolute percentage error (MAPE), correlation coefficient,
etc. for comparing the actual system output with the model-estimated output.
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with respect to a generic system resource with capacity µ and transactional workload arrival
rate λ. We use the Kleinrock formula 1
µ−λ
for delay computation. See Fig. 5.7. We deem
the normal operating region as 0 ≤ λ
µ
≤ 0.7, where there is a linear increase in the delay. For
Figure 5.7: Illustration of normal operating region
λ
µ
> 0.7, there is an exponential increase in the delay and hence considered as an abnormal
range. Even the case of resource under-provisioning (i.e., a higher λ
µ
than claimed by the
service provider) will fall under the normal operating region. This is because a service
provider wanting to maximize the profits by intentionally under-provisioning the resources
would attempt to escape detection by staying within the normal operating range. This allows
us to employ techniques such as perturbation analysis and statistical tools like RMSE for
system parameter inference.
Note that RMSE is a statistical tool (but not a machine-intelligence tool) — and hence is
vulnerable to inaccuracies and wrong conclusions, in the presence of outliers in the observed
data. So a proper use of the RMSE tool as part of an inferencing mechanism is contingent
upon two things:
1. Detection outliers in system outputs (say, using range checks) before using the RMSE
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tool;
2. Avoidance of outliers in the first place by being cognizant of the intrinsic characteristics
of the system under test (such as prescription of normal operating ranges).
The property 2 enables the use of RMSE as a viable tool in our inferencing mechanism
(despite its high sensitivity to the presence of outliers in an otherwise stand-alone statistical
testing method exercised on analytical models of the system under test3).
3 For machine learning applications in other domains such as speech recognition, RMSE may not be a
viable tool because of the difficulty posed by outliers
Chapter 6
Case Study-I: Replicated Data Service
Failures may occur during data collection from an external environment because of hostile
conditions in the untrusted environment. Failures randomly manifest as data corruptions
and/or timeliness violations due to malicious devices and unreliable communication paths
in the data collection infrastructure. To mask the failures, the data collection devices are
replicated, with a majority voting on the data fielded by various replicas to decide on a
correct data delivery to the end-user [71]. An application is the sampling of remote terrain
data at regular intervals by wireless devices, for surveillance purposes. Replica voting often
employs a 2-phase mechanism: the proposal of candidate data by a device (first phase), and
the collation of votes from the remaining devices about their consent/dissent on the data
proposed (second phase) [72]. Here, a device decides on its consent/dissent based on how its
locally computed data from the environment matches with the candidate data proposed. The
voting is coordinated by a centralized secure entity, which decides about the final delivery of
a data to the end-user based on the consent votes received.
In an earlier work [73] from our research group, we have introduced a parameter in the
replica voting algorithm to represent the maximum number of devices assumed by the system
designer as being faulty (fm). From an algorithmic standpoint, the external environment
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may have at at most fm faulty devices out of N , where N ≥ 3 and 0 < fm < ⌈N/2⌉. This
depicts the condition for determining a majority with 0 ≤ fa ≤ fm, where fa is the actual
number of faulty devices. A data proposal d should thus muster at least fm+1 consent votes
before d can be delivered. The number of replicas N is chosen as large enough to counter
the erroneous behavior induced by faulty devices: fm < ⌈N/2⌉.
Figure 6.1 shows the software realization of service quality assessment functions of a repli-
cated data service system. We discuss on-the-fly measurements of replica voting algorithm
described above in the SaaS-layer. We estimate the increase in latency (TTC) suffered due
to the need to consider failure modes before a successful delivery of image data to the client.
Figure 6.1: Functional modules in a replicated data service
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6.1 Measuring IaaS via voting SaaS measurements
Due to the algorithmic need to receive fm + 1 consent votes for data delivery, one or more
voting steps may be aborted due to asynchrony in the data generation by various voters. For
the purpose of analysis, we assume that fa = 0, i.e., the algorithm operates as if there will
be up to fm failed servers, even though there are no failed servers actually during run-time.
The algorithm-level lack of knowledge about fa has each server generate its result by query
processing and carry out up to fm ’data comparisons’ before a query result is returned to
the client. The processing and communication load generated by the algorithm by virtue
of the [N, fm, σ(Tc)] parameters allows mapping the algorithm performance onto the actual
VM cycles V ′c and network bandwidth W received from the CSP.
Specifically, the number of voting iterations L needed to complete the delivery of a query
result and the message overhead msg and the query latency TTC incurred therein exhibit
a well-defined dependency on the parameters [N, fm, µ(Tc), σ(Tc)] when fa = 0 — where
1 ≤ L ≤ fm + 1. The assumption of fa = 0 in the analysis aligns with the operational char-
acteristics of a cloud as well: namely, the frequency of failure occurrences is quite low under
normal circumstances. Whereas, a depletion in [Vc,W ] due to the CSP internal practices is
a much more common occurrence. So, for on-the-fly testing of the resource-oriented service
attributes, the voting algorithm offers a good benchmark with a concrete mapping relation
between the SaaS-visible attributes and the hard-to-measure IaaS parameters. In fact, any
SaaS-layer algorithm with a well-defined mapping relationship between the IaaS parameters
and the SaaS output measures will meet the purpose of on-the-fly testing of CSP.
The time taken by a server to process a query and compute the result, Tc, is deemed
as a random variable with a lower bound T(min). The server generation of a proposal to be
voted upon for delivery to the client is thus an asynchronous process, with the computation
time Tc ∈ [T(min), T(max)]. A server that has not yet computed its result will dissent for any
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result proposed by a different server, due to fault-tolerance considerations. Thus, the voting
proceeds through multiple iterations of proposals by various servers until a proposal D gets
fm + 1 consent votes, whereupon D is delivered to the client. This asynchronous operation
of voting algorithm is amenable for closed-form analysis.
6.2 Testing-oriented view of SaaS-layer operations
Let Tdcmp be the processing delay incurred at a voting unit to compare the candidate result
proposed with the locally computed result. We assume a broadcast solicitation of votes from
N devices followed by a sequential transmission of the votes cast by various devices (due to
the sharing of network channel among devices) in each step. The ’data comparison’ activities
at various devices happen in parallel, in each step.
Our model of the voting algorithm employs a probabilistic treatment of the voting pro-
cesses that potentially lead to multiple iterations before a successful delivery of a result to












where QL′ is the probability that a voting takes exactly L
′ iterations, dR/dc are the size
of data/control messages exchanged over the network in an execution of voting algorithm
(during query processing), and Tdcmp is the time-to-compare a server-computed result with a
proposed candidate result to decide on a consent/dissent vote. Here, W is the total network
bandwidth made available from the IaaS layer to support the execution of k concurrent query
instances in the SaaS layer. The I/O relation (6.1) is determined from a task-flow description
of the voting algorithm that shows a repeated execution of the voting steps until consensus
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on a query result is reached.
Figure 6.2: Experimental results on replicated image data processing
If ∆ is the tolerable query latency, we can estimate the extent of missed query results
γ in terms of [N, fm, k] using the closed-form mapping relation (6.1). The client-visible
performance index TTC — and hence γ — depends on the algorithm parameter for fault
severity [fm], the server computational asynchrony parameter [µ(Tc), σ(Tc)], and the network
bandwidth W available for SaaS-layer voting operations. Experimental results from the
replica voting algorithm implementation [75] in a LAN environment for different N and its
impact on TTC is shown in Figure 6.2. Here, the normal operating region of the number
of replicas for the case fm = 2 is N = [7, . . . , 10], whereas for fm = 3 the range is N =
[8, . . . , 10]. If the resource capacity of the actual system falls within this normal range,
any laxity in the service provisioning can be detected using techniques such as perturbation
analysis and RMSE-like tools (c.f. 5.4).
How a cloud-level resource sharing among multiple client instances, as captured by the
parameter k, also impacts the voting algorithm behavior experienced by individual clients.
Figure 6.3a shows queuing-theoretic view of multiple concurrent instances of voting protocol.
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Figure 6.3b shows the impact of statistical resource sharing among multiple client instances
on the TTC.
(a) Multiple client queries task flow (b) Impact of resource sharing on TTC
Figure 6.3: Resource sharing
The QoS γ is determined by the assumed fault condition [fm], the available IaaS resources
[Vc,W ], and the degree of server replication N . Figure 6.4 shows impact of resource cheating
on the TTC value. The graph shows increase in TTC when the service provider offers 25%
lesser bandwidth than what has been committed. for single-client queries on the image
data server, as a base-level reference benchmark. The input parameters in our study are
the size of image data dR and the variability in server-level processing needs on image data
σ(Tc). The message overhead b incurred to effect the return of a query result and the latency
TTC incurred therein increase more than linearly with respect dR and σ(Tc). Here, we have
ignored, without loss of generality, the overhead arising due to the control messages (of size
dc each) needed to carry out the voting. We map the bandwidth B needed to complete a
client query as: B = b
TTC
. The TTC and b results from a closed-form analysis of the voting
system are also shown: which align with the experimental results.
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Figure 6.4: No-cheating (TTCR) vs 25% cheating on W (TTCB)
6.3 Elasticity measures from SaaS-level voting system
behavior
The total network bandwidth W made available from the IaaS may be viewed as shared
between k concurrent client instances with an individual demand of B each: i.e., W = αkB,
where 0 ≪ α < 1.0 depicts a statistical sharing of W among the k instances (k ≥ 2). The





where TTCi,k is the time-to-complete a query by i
th client in a scenario of concurrent process-
ing of k queries. With resource sharing, the per-client bandwidth needs for query processing
Bi,k becomes higher than the base case B. In general, a higher degree of resource sharing
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increases the latency and bandwidth needs to process a single query, i.e.:
TTCi,k > TTCi,k−1 and Bi,k > Bi,k−1, (6.3)
where Bi,1 = B is the base case — c.f. relation (6.1). Figure 6.5 shows the impact of resource
sharing on TTC, for one versus 3 instance case. Note that TTCi,1 and Bi,1 are for the case
of exactly one client instance executing in the SaaS layer. The monotonicity property (6.3)
captures the increase in the number of aborted voting iterations that arises from the slower
server processing and inter-server communications and the retrials of algorithmic actions
caused by the slowness (e.g., retransmitting a proposal solicitation message from the vote
collator to the replica servers).
Figure 6.5: Elasticity: single vs multiple client instances
From the observational meta-data about SaaS-layer voting algorithm: namely, [L,B, (k,TTCi,k, Bi,k)],
we can estimate the hard-to-measure IaaS parameters [Vc,W ] — which is our main goal in
the CSP testing. This is because the SaaS parameters Tdcmp and Tc in Equation (6.1) de-
pend on Vc while the network-induced delay to transfer data/control messages of size dR/dc
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depends on W and k. It should be emphasized that such an estimation is conducted in-line
and non-intrusively: i.e., the visible parameters are collected on-the-fly as the SaaS-layer
algorithm carries out its assigned task of returning the results of client queries with the aid
of voting mechanisms.
In summary, our testing of CSP makes use of a built-in SaaS layer voting algorithm
software that runs anyway to support the intended application (such as the replicated data
service)1.
6.4 Feasibility of on-the-fly measurements
Our idea of on-the-fly IaaS measurement rests on the existence of a closed-form mapping
of the hard-to-measure IaaS parameters onto the easy-to-observe SaaS indices. Though the
mappings are often approximate (as they are derived under certain assumptions about the
environment), they do provide a reasonable basis for the instrumentation of IaaS measure-
ments. In this section, we outline the additional considerations in the deployment of our
model-based measurement tools.
6.4.1 Impact of SaaS-layer algorithm structure
A closed-form structure of the SaaS-to-IaaS mapping is subject to the ability to adequately
capture the external environment conditions that set the mapping context: such as the
fault parameter fm in a replica voting algorithm. In this light, we briefly outline two other
example cases: (i) Software-implemented encoding of scene contents onto data bits for that
are captured by cameras in a video surveillance network; (ii) Storage and communication
processing in a cloud-hosted CDN that services media contents to the geo-distributed clients.
1Our testing of CSP involves only a small addition of measurement hooks into the SaaS-layer voting
algorithm software.
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The environment parameters are deemed as external inputs to the SaaS-layer algorithm
operations. From a modeling standpoint, the environment parameters are captured by the
mapping relations in a similar way as the algorithm-internal parameters.
In the SaaS functionality (i) for instance, the scene complexity and the display resolution
and pixel quantization set the context parameters for the encoder-level processing: such as
the QP parameter in H.264 encoders. Here, a pre-calibration of the encoder latency for var-
ious context settings and IaaS parameters establishes the mapping needed for measurement
approach (instead of a mathematical model).
In the case of a CDN, the available bandwidth on the transport paths leading to a client
node sets a context parameter. This is in addition to the VM cycles needed for the storage
processing: such as content indexing and extraction. Here, a mapping captures the pipelined
transfer of content pages over the transport path from a content storage node (the latter
often functions as the proxy for a content server on a remote site).
Suppose a SaaS-layer algorithm embodies simplistic workflows: say, sequential execution
of the underlying network communication and data processing activities. The replica voting
algorithm we studied earlier falls in this category. For this type of algorithms, the SaaS-to-
IaaS mapping relations can provide a straight-forward indication of any cheating that may
occur at resource level. However, when a SaaS-layer algorithm is complex: say, embodying
a potentially concurrent execution of the underlying workflows, the SaaS-to-IaaS mapping
relations may offer only a limited ability to detect resource-level cheating.
6.4.2 An empirical study of measurement complexity
We compare the cases of a replica voting algorithm that embodies sequential workflow of the
underlying processing & communication activities from a content delivery algorithm that
embodies concurrent workflow.
For the replica voting algorithm, we computed the data delivery latency TTC for the
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parameters: [N = 5, fm = 2, fa = 0, r = 0.01]. We considered a 25% reduction in network
bandwidth relative to a base case and 10% reduction in VM cycles. have an obscuring effect
on the non-bottleneck resource (c.f. Section 2.6.4). Our model-estimated TTC values for
the replica voting algorithm exhibit such a ”blind-spot effect”.
When the dR/dc ratio is high, the network becomes a bottleneck resource. In such
situation, when there is a cheating on the network bandwidth, it will appear more prominent,
obscuring the effect of cheating on other resources such as VM cycles (i.e., cheating on VM
cycles may go undetected). For dR = 1mbits and dc = 1kbits, the TTC without resource
level cheating is 289.518 msec; with 10% cheating on VM cycles, the TTC is 295.285 msec;
with 25% cheating on network bandwidth, the TTC is 366.799 msec. As can be seen, when
the network is a bottleneck resource, the percentage increase in the TTC value from the
base case with regard to VM cycle and network bandwidth is 1.9% and 21.06% respectively.
Consider dR = 1kbits and dc = 1kbits, the percentage increase in TTC values in VM cycles
and network bandwidth are 8.89% and 0.78% respectively. Thus for a lower dR/dc ratio
(i.e., network is no longer a bottleneck), the impact of a VM cycle cheating will be more
prominent.
The obscuring effects of one resource on the other may still be significant for other types of
algorithms where the computation and network transfer times are equally dominating. In the
CDN example, when a content is taken from multiple video sources (say), the computation
cost is less dominant (the latter is basically the storage indexing and extraction time). But
the communication cost can be high. For instance, transferring a 10 mbyte video clip over
a 100 mbps cloud network takes 800 msec. Whereas, the content extraction time may be
around, say, 300 msec. Here, when a 25% cheating occurs on the VM cycles, the content
extraction time becomes 375 msec. When the service algorithm executes content extraction
and communication activities in a pipelined mode (to lower the content delivery latency),
the cheating-vs-good cases may show a noticeable difference. The increased delay in content
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Figure 6.6: Impact of bottleneck resource on TTC
extraction (which occurs in parallel with content transfer over network) prominently brings
out the obscuring effects. i.e., the hampered ability to detect a cheating on VM cycles
because of bottlenecked network can be established.
In summary, the replica voting algorithm is too simplistic to bring out the obscuring
effects of bottlenecked resources. Whereas, a content delivery algorithm (which too executes
in the SaaS layer) has a different type of workflows that can clearly bring out the obscuring
effects. That some SaaS-layer algorithms are less effective than others to detect cheating is
a positive finding in our work.
6.5 Assessment of SaaS provider
In the previous sections, we had assumed that only the IaaS provider is less-than-100%
trustworthy. In this section, we extend our discussion to the scenario where the SaaS provider
is less-than-100% trustworthy. In our case study of data replication service, the SaaS provider
may reduce N to lower than a desired level for revenue reasons (i.e., intentionally cheat on
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the promised N) or set a lower fm (and in-turn a lower N) due to the complexity involved in
estimating the actual number of failed devices (fa). Either the resource under-provisioning
is driven by SaaS provider’s propensity to maximize revenues or the system complexity, the
under-provisioning will have an impact on the quality of the fault-tolerance.
The cloud infrastructure layer consists of a server nodes with varying processing capabil-
ities of information sensed by the data collection devices. The SaaS layer logic comprises of
core algorithm for replica voting implementation that includes a multicast of vote solicita-
tion messages, collection of decisions, and determining whether a particular proposal enjoys
majority and ready to be delivered to the end user. The client entities (e.g., a command and
control unit in a military setting) generates queries and processes the response data deliv-
ered by the centralized voting entity. The goal of the assessment module is to determine the
effectiveness of the SaaS provider in meeting the QoS guarantees on metrics such as TTC,
timeliness and accuracy of data delivery, etc. In order to test the SaaS provider, the tester
module configures bots to generate a known user query and injects fault scenarios to assess
the probability of an incorrect data delivery. The reasoning of [N, fm] parameters from the
query failure probability allows the QoS assessment module to benchmark the model and
reason about the QoS compliance.
6.5.1 Metrics to evaluate the quality of fault-tolerance
A metric to determine the quality of fault-tolerance mechanisms is the probability of failure
of a query operation on the web service as seen at client level: Pqf (say, when accessing
a content through the web service). It depicts the probability that a query does not yield
correct results. For the clients of a web service, Pqf manifests as two sub-indices:
1. How often a client query fails to return a correct result, with any attempt to return a
faulty result detected by the replica management algorithm (web service availability);
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2. How often a client query yields an incorrect result but which is not detected by the
replica management algorithm (web service integrity).
The availability and integrity sub-indices of Pqf are exposed to the applications by the
service-layer embodying the replica management algorithm. From an application standpoint,
these sub-indices depict the dependability of a web service for content access as realized by
replicated server modules.
The intruder randomly targets fa-out-of-N nodes for attacks. This may result in situa-
tions where fa > fm, wherein the number of replicas N used by the service-layer algorithm
may not satisfy the correctness condition: N ≥ 2fa + 1. In these situations, a query oper-
ation may fail: either not returning any result or returning a corrupted result. The failure
however may not be known at system-level.
In the replica voting module, an integrity violation may possibly occur if more than fm
server modules are attacked, i.e., fa > fm. Because, there is a chance that the query result is
incorrect because the result proposed by a faulty device may have generated enough consents
from the other devices (i.e., fm consents) for the voting module to declare the faulty proposal
as a correct one. In another scenario, it is possible that none of the first (2fm+1) iterations
produce a result enjoying the required consensus. Here, no result will be delivered to the
client — which reduces the service availability.
6.5.2 Estimation of query failure probability (Pqf)
In a generalized form, the query failure probability Pqf is estimated by considering the case
of fm+1 ≤ fa ≤ N and then determining the likelihood that at least fm+1 of the fa faults
are incident on the ensemble of N replicas [76]. Thus, we have:
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ri × (1− r)fa−i if fa > (N − (fm+ 1))
.(6.4)
The above Equation covers a case where the designer sets the fault resilience parameters
fm and N such that fm ∈ [1, ⌈
N
2
⌉ − 1]. It is a complex decision involving a consideration
of the replica device deployment costs, system vulnerability, query performance & QoS, and
service resilience.
It is however possible that the web service system designer conservatively sets fm =
⌈N
2
⌉ − 1 for a given N . Though the probability of a correct decision is increased in the
conservative case (by virtue of the increased margin of consent votes), the voting algorithm
may still fail to produce a correct result in a case when fa ≥ ⌈
N
2
⌉. Here, Pqf may be estimated
in terms of the probability that at least ⌈N
2
⌉ of the servelets get attacked and exhibit faulty
behavior.
From a fault-tolerance standpoint, the additional level of replication (N − fm− 1) reflect
the algorithm designer’s cognizance of the lack of exact information about fa and the desire
to provide an extra margin of safety in the cases where fa > fm.
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6.5.3 Challenges in detecting SaaS-level under-provisioning
Besides the fa estimation complexity, the SaaS provider’s propensity to under-provision for
maximizing the profits will have an impact on the fault-tolerance capabilities of the replica
voting system. We employ easy-to-observe parameters to detect under-provisioning of SaaS-
level internal parameters fm and N . In our work, we use the observed mean iterations L
′ to
infer [N, fm]. The mean voting voting iterations, L





where Dw is the probability of getting at least (fm + 1) consent votes in w
th step to enable
data delivery. See Appendix A for detailed probability calculations.
The structural and algorithmic complexity of the replica voting system may lead tomany-
to-one mapping scenario – wherein one value for a quality parameter can be mapped onto
more than one [N, fm] parameters (within a small threshold for deviation). For instance,
Table 6.1: L′ to [N, fm]: many-to-one mapping scenario
consider the parameter sets shown in Table 6.1. Here, two different [N, fm] parameters –
[N = 10, fm = 3] and [N = 6, fm = 2] – yield similar mean iterations L
′ in both the results
obtained from the actual replica voting system and the model-computed results.
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6.5.4 Discussion on SaaS provider testing setup
The deviation in the observed and model-computed mean iterations arise due to approxi-
mations and epistemic uncertainties in computational modeling as discussed in Section 3.6.
One source of modeling error arise due to the difficulty in mathematically representation of
the computational asynchrony in the actual system. As can be observed in Table 6.1, even
for the configuration where there is no fault in the actual system (i.e., fa = 0), the actual
system incurs more than one iteration before delivering a data to the end user in a voting
round. This arises due to asynchronous behavior of good voters – some may have their data
Figure 6.7: Determining L′Thresh through training
ready for proposal or compare and respond to a proposed data later than others forcing the
voting process to incur more than one iteration. It is hard to capture the computational time
variance (σ(Tc)) among the voting entities in the model and hence is deemed as a source of
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the modeling error.
Figure 6.8: Determining PqfThresh through training
The uncertainties arising due to the modeling errors is addressed in our work by com-
paring the training data collected using the computational model and the actual system
results for representative parameter sets exposed by the service providers as part of the ex-
ternal assessment requirements. The sample data from the actual system and the model fed
into the replica voting system tester module is processed to compare the deviation between
model-computed and observed values. The modeling error that arise due to approximations
is gauged based on the average deviation incurred for each externally observable parameter
we use in the SaaS provider assessment. The acceptable deviation between model-computed
and actual results, specified in the form of threshold is used in the system identification
process. The threshold for analyzing the L
′
and Pqf outputs can be computed using RMSE
tools.
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A sample tester module training process to determine the acceptable deviation for mean
iterations threshold (L′Thresh) and query failure probability threshold (PqfThresh) is shown
in Fig. 6.7 and 6.8.
For a given [N, fm], the feasible ranges for actual number of of faulty devices (fa) and their
fault severity (r) are [0, . . . , N ] and [0, . . . , 1], respectively. In the absence of knowledge about
the actual [fa, r], we use a combination of training data obtained for various parameter sets
and state-based parameter estimation techniques to determine feasible values to be injected
into the actual system to infer [N, fm]. See Fig. 6.9. The change pattern in L
′ and Pqf in
the training data with respect to changes in [fa, r], can be used to bound a range for fa. In
Figure 6.9: Replica voting system test input feasibility analysis
state-based estimation, the voting system continuously monitors two internal variables: the
mean number of voting iterations (L′) and the message overhead expended to effect a data
delivery. Thereupon, the management module makes an approximate estimate of [fa, r]: say,
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using Kalman filtering techniques2.
It is possible that a chosen upper-bound for SaaS-layer testing for fa using coarser esti-
mation techniques is incorrect. For instance, the tester module attempted fault injection is
greater than the actual number of replicas instantiated by the service provider (i.e., fa > N).
Such input by the tester module via the testing API on the management plane is an invalid
input from the actual system standpoint and hence the test invocation is nullified. One
approach to avoid such null invocations is to use a constant value – that represents the
confidence in coarser estimation of fa – for fa upper-bound during the testing. For instance,
if the estimated upper-bound for fa is k, then during the testing phase, the tester module
may inject up to 0.7k faults in the system to avoid null invocations.
6.5.5 Illustration of [N, fm] parameter inference
For a claimed fm, the SaaS algorithm designer might select an N in such a way to lower
risk (i.e., conservative approach; fm = ⌈N/2⌉) or risk-prone (fm << ⌈N/2⌉) – depending on
application requirements and business strategy based decision making approach. The SaaS
provider may also under-provision on fm. For an observed L
′, the system identifier module
leverages the known [fa, r] values to swift through multiple [N, fm] parameter sets using
the closed-form computation models. The model-computed L′mc values are compared to the
observed L′act and the potential candidate case(s) is (are) identified. The [N, fm] parameters
for which |L′act − L
′
mc| ≷ L
′Thresh is true is deemed as candidate case(s). L′Thresh is
pre-determined by the learning module that computes the average deviation between the
observed and model-computed L′mc values for various [N, fm] parameter sets exposed by the
service provider as part of the meta-data exposed to the external management entity.
When there is more than one candidate case of [N, fm] identified at the end of the step 1 of
2 One may assume a certain probability distribution of the device-level attacks and each of their fault
severity.
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Figure 6.10: Fault injection for SaaS-layer assessment
the inference process, we use the query failure probability (Eq. 6.4) in the next step. The Pqf
is used to resolve the many-to-one mapping scenario with the mean iterations. During the
measurement epoch, the SaaS algorithm test designer leverages the management to control
plane hooks to simulate artificial system conditions and test inputs. The test designer first
generates a known user query. The designer also injects at least f ′a faults (f
′
a > fm) with fault
severity r′ along the data flow paths of the actual voting system and observe the probability
of query failure (i.e., an incorrect/corrupt data being delivered to the test query). See Fig.
6.10. When a data proposal is made by these bot data collection devices deliberately distort
the data to some junk value with a probability r′. Likewise, when a data proposal by another
voter is put to vote, the bot voting device compares the proposed data with its junk value.
If the proposed data is a good one, selected voter will cast a NO vote. If the proposed data
is a junk, the bot voter will compare its local junk with the proposed junk and will cast a
YES. Both data proposal and voting decision by the bot devices behave as a bad voter with
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probability r′. The bot agent on the end-user side that generated the test query will detect
if a correct or incorrect data reaches the delivery point. The agent will siphon off the data
without delivering to the end-user during the testing phase.
The observed query failure probability from the actual system, P actqf , is compared with the
model-computed probability, Pmcqf , during the testing phase. If
∣∣P actqf − Pmcqf ∣∣ ≈ PqfThresh,
then the candidate case is deemed as the actual [N, fm]. If more than one candidate case
remains at the end of this step, we conclude inference process since it is difficult to dis-
ambiguate between the candidate cases further. Similar to L′Thresh, PqfThresh is pre-
determined using the learning module that computes the average deviation between the
observed and model-computed Pmcqf values for various [N, fm] parameter sets exposed by the
service provider as part of the meta-data exposed to the external management entity.
Table 6.2: Inferring [N, fm]: Case I
We illustrate the [N, fm] parameter inferencing process using two different cases. Consider
Case I shown in Table 6.2. The observed mean iterations is 4.0 for a claimed [N = 9, fm = 3].
The system test designer doesn’t know what the actual [N, fm] is and hence the designer
tries to infer it using the computational models of the voting system. In the first step of
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the inference process, the designer uses the relation given in Eq. 6.5 to explores different
[N, fm] parameter sets for a known [fa = 2, r = 0.5]. For L
′Thresh = 0.155, we have two
distinct [N, fm] pairs (highlighted in gray in the table) that maps on to similar L
′ values.
The following two configurations are then evaluated using Pqf :
• Config. 1:: [N = 9, fm = 3]: 3.83729;
• Config. 2:: [N = 8, fm = 3]: 4.13931.
In the second step, the test designer pauses the actual system and introduces bot agents to
generate a known test query to stress test the system known [fa′, r′] faults. For [fa′ = 4, r′ =
0.8], the observed P actqf and the model-computed P
mc
qf are noted in Table 6.2. The PqfThresh
obtained using the learning module is 0.14. Here for both configurations,
∣∣P actqf − Pmcqf ∣∣ ≈
PqfThresh is true. The inference process halts at this point as we could not disambiguate
between the two cases using the Pqf .
Table 6.3: Inferring [N, fm]: Case II
Consider another case, Case II, shown in Table 6.3. The observed mean iterations is 3.8 for
a claimed [N = 10, fm = 3]. The test designer tries to infer the unknown [N, fm] parameters
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using the computational models of the voting system. In the first step of the inference
process, the designer explores different [N, fm] parameter sets for a known [fa = 2, r = 0.8].
For L′Thresh = 0.155, we have two distinct [N, fm] pairs (highlighted in gray in the table)
that maps on to similar L′ values. Similar to the approach in Case I, the following two
configurations are then evaluated using Pqf :
• Config. 1:: [N = 10, fm = 3]: 3.85055;
• Config. 2:: [N = 6, fm = 2]: 3.6334.
In the second step, the test designer generates a known user query and introduces known
faults [fa′ = 4, r′ = 0.8]. The observed P actqf and the model-computed P
mc
qf are noted in Table
6.3. Here only for [N = 10, fm = 3] configuration,
∣∣P actqf − Pmcqf ∣∣ ≈ PqfThresh is true. So the
inferred [N, fm] is [10, 3]. If the SaaS provider under-provisions on [N, fm], say for example
the other candidate configuration in case II, [N = 6, fm = 2], our tester module will be able
to detect it successfully.
Chapter 7
Case Study-II: Content Distribution
Network
We consider a content distribution network (CDN) that delivers the contents maintained at a
server R (e.g., satellite images, news reports) to various clients over a geographically spread-
out cloud-based network topology. See Figure 7.1. The latency in delivery of a content to
the clients: say, L < 5 sec, is a QoS parameter prescribed by clients. An SLA prescribes a
penalty to the CDN SP and/or the clients when the QoS specs L < 5 sec is only partially
met.
The service-layer algorithm in a CDN system S places proxy nodes on a distribution tree
to store various contents1. A push/pull protocol extracts a content p from the proxy nodes
for delivery to clients [78, 79, 80]. To meet the latency specs and fault-tolerance needs, proxy
nodes in the distribution topology of S act as the replicas of R by maintaining a local copy
of p. Clients pull p from a node in their geographic vicinity.
Suppose S achieves the best QoS of L < 5 sec only with a probability of 0.4, with
L distributed between 5 and 15 sec in other cases. If the content storage/delivery backlog
1Alternate architectures employ mesh structured overlays using DHT-based routing. Our assessment
methods to infer the placement of caching sites can be suitably modified for such architectures too [19, 77].
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Figure 7.1: Sample cloud-based realization of CDN
becomes severe: say, due to over-admission of client-traffic by the CDN provider (for revenue
reasons), the QoS condition L < 5 sec is even less sustainable. A latency improvement then
possibly requires the installation of additional proxy nodes in the distribution topology.
Now, the question is: how good the CDN SP’s algorithmic processes are indeed geared to
orchestrate the needed resource-level changes. The quality of adaptation is determined by
how good are the proxy placements to achieve an improved latency behavior. This can be
evaluated by a model-based simulation of the CDN to compute a reference behavior under
optimal proxy placement scenarios. This ’gold standard’ is then used to reason about the
observed behavior under the actual placements realized by the CDN algorithm.
A laxity in the algorithmic processes may, for instance, be the installation of less-than-
needed proxy nodes to achieve a given latency behavior. The under-performance can then
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manifest as a penalty assigned to the CDN SP. In a similar vein, an injection of more-than-
allowed content traffic that violates flow specs prescribed in the SLA may have a penalty
assigned to the offending clients. Such non-compliances to the SLA may possibly be driven
by a propensity of the CDN SP and/or clients to exploit the statistical resource sharing
among client-generated traffic flows to their advantage.
7.1 CDN realization on cloud
The SaaS layer of a CDN embodies the proxy placement algorithms on a distribution tree set
up over an infrastructure topology of server nodes. Whereas, the PaaS/IaaS layers export
the infrastructure topology of storage-capable server nodes that are located in different data-
centers of a cloud and interconnected over Internet TCP or UDP paths: thereby providing
a service platform for application execution.
We assume a client-driven content pull algorithm (CL) in the SaaS layer. The CL algo-
rithm determines if the content page at a proxy node is up-to-date, and if so, downloads the
page from this node to the requesting client along the distribution path (the path is basically
a logical tree set up over the network topology). If the page is out-of-date, the client request
is forwarded to the next upstream proxy node in the distribution path. Refer to Figure 7.1.
To determine if a content page is up-to-date, the master server R associates a time-stamp
(GTS) to each page (such as pa) that is incremented by one at every update. Each proxy
node maintains its last-known time-stamp value, LTS, for the local copy of page cached at
its site. A node also maintains the GTS value of each page (but not necessarily the updated
page), as notified by R, at every update. A mismatch between the LTS and GTS values at
a proxy node indicates an out-of-date page. Here, an uncontrollable environment parameter
is the traffic load: e ≡
λs(a)
λc(1,a)
, i.e., ratio of the update frequency on page pa at server R to
the read frequency on pa from client c1.
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The holistic model of a CDN system captures the algorithmic activities for tree-based
overlay maintenance in a declarative way: such as the message exchanges between proxy
nodes for content updates, content pull/push actions to update stale contents, and installa-
tion/removal of new/existing proxy nodes to/from a distribution tree.
7.2 QoS specs of cloud-based CDN
The per-pull latency: L, manifest as a cost assigned to individual clients. This is because
clients perceive a reduced utility of the CDN system when these performance indices fall
below a threshold. Agents in the application layer embody adaptation processes to morph
the push/pull algorithms of a CDN and/or change the proxy placement parameters to reduce
the QoS tracking error ǫ = [q − q′], where q ≡ [L] and q′ = [L′], where q is the guaranteed
QoS and q′ is the achieved QoS. The goal is to make the actual CDN service output q′ ≡ (L′)
as close as possible to the guarantees q ≡ (L). Our computational model of CDN is tractable
due to its closed-form mapping of the proxy-placement parameters to an achievable latency
q′′ ≡ (L′′). The closed-form modeling of CDN arises from our consideration of a Poissonian
arrival process for the client requests and the content updates at server R. This yields a set
of queuing formulas for (L′) as building-blocks. We employ the model-based computation
techniques to detect under-provisioning of resources at the SaaS layer, namely, the number
of proxy nodes.
7.3 Poissonian model of CDN
We describe the model of a CDN system using Poissonian traffic flows to characterize the
client request and server update activities incident on the system [35]. The Poissonian
assumption keeps the model tractable, while not losing generality of the model itself for
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benchmarking purposes. The system is viewed as consisting of shared and non-shared proxy
nodes as part of its service implementation. Here, a shared proxy node serves more than one
client; whereas, a proxy node is non-shared if it serves exactly one client.
7.3.1 Variables to represent CDN system internals
{c1, · · · , cM} : Clients serviced by proxy nodes on behalf of a master server R(M ≥ 1);
D′x : Set of immediate downstream nodes of a proxy x in the distribution tree for a content
p (note that |D′att(ci)| = 0);
Dx : Set of downstream proxy nodes reachable from a proxy x in the distribution tree;
d(x,c) : Downstream proxy node of x through which client c can be reached (d(x,c) ∈ Dx);
C(x) : Set of clients serviced by proxy x. Thus, we have: C(ci) = {ci} and C(R) =
{c1, · · · , cM}M≥1;
att(R) : Attachment point for master server R (note that |Datt(R)| ≥ 1);
µq(x) : Service rate of a proxy node x (i.e., storage disk);
T (x) : Threshold level that indicates the maximum allowed utilization of the serving
capacity of proxy x (specified as a percentage);
linkcapacity : µn′(a, b) and µn′′(a, b) denote the capacity expressed as the maximum rate of
flow of content data and control messages respectively between nodes a and b (typically,
we have: µn′′(a, b) < µn′(a, b));
H(z, x, c) : Number of hops between proxy nodes z and x in the upstream path from client
c over the tree trp;
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P (z, x, c) : Content routing path to client c — also denoted as [z, Y, x] — where Y is the
on-tree nodes with more than one branch, i.e., ∀y ∈ Y |D′y| > 1 when Y 6= ∅ (D
′
y is the
set of immediate downstream nodes of a proxy-capable node y);
Note that H(q, R, c) = 0|q=att(R)∈trp ⇒ H(x,R, c) = H(x, q, c)|x∈trp, and H(x, x, c) = 0|x∈trp.
For modeling purposes, multiple client ca, cb, · · · directly serviced by a single proxy r
are clustered as a single super-client c generating a content download demand that is an
aggregation of the individual client demands, i.e., λ(c,r) =
∑
u=a,b,···
λu — where C(r) = {c}
(i.e., Dr = ∅) and λc is the demand generated by c.






the total transactional load incident on the proxy x relative to its residual capacity (after
factoring in the capacity reduction due to content update traffic); the condition γ(x) < T (x)
should be met for x to be included as part of a feasible placement of proxies in the CDN2.
7.3.2 Traffic flow analysis at proxy nodes
The occurrence of updates on pa and the arrival of read requests on pa from c1 and c2
are modeled as Poisson processes with the rates λs(a), λc(1,a) and λc(2,a) respectively. Each
operation: client read or server update, spawns multiple sub-tasks at a proxy node for
content indexing, retrieval/write, and forwarding — which involve the processing, storage,
and network elements respectively (the task flows are additive, because of the M/M/G/1
property).
The probability of a request from client c fins out-of-date pa at node v that exclusive
2A good thumb-rule is to set T (x) as, say, 75% of the capacity of proxy node x. A very high threshold
risks the occurrence of excessive transactional delays at x; whereas, a low threshold diminishes the revenue
accrual by limiting the transactional flows through x.
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Factoring in the sharing of node v between clients c1 and c2, the probability that a request





Consider the sample case shown in Figure 7.1. How often a request from c1 traverses up
the tree from v to pull the up-to-date content from R, instead of pulling from v, is determined
by u1a. This in turn determines the message latency incurred for the content access.
The LTS(pa) at v is synchronized with that at R along with an update of pa, if needed.
latency incurred by c1 is:
L
(min)









··· depicts the minimum latency incurred for content access (i.e., with no queu-
ing/processing delays at the proxy & server nodes: v, x, q, and R) and B is the bandwidth
available on the node interconnect segments. In comparison, the per-pull latency incurred
in a CDN with no proxy-based mechanism, i.e., when pa (and pb) are always pulled from R,
is 3(c+d)
B
For requests originating from c1 on page pb and from client c2 on pages pa/pb, the
Equation (7.3) holds — albeit, with a re-mapping of appropriate parameters.
For requests from client c3 that node z exclusively serves c3 is factored in the latency
estimates (which is unlike the sharing of pa at node v by c1 and c2). Accordingly the
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c3 always pulls pb from R — as is the case with pa.
Equation (7.3)-(7.5) capture the per-pull latency of CL algorithm— as incurred by clients
c1 and c3 relative to the content read and update behavior on pages pa and pb (the case of
c1 also holds for client c2 vis-a-vis the pages pa and pb). This operational analysis of CDN
generalized for an arbitrary case of shared and non-shared proxy nodes in a distribution tree,
with each client pulling pages at its serving node, is given in Appendix B.
7.3.3 Queuing effects at proxy nodes
The functional elements in a generalized CDN topological structure for a proxy node x
serving the clients {c} on behalf of the server R are the network interfaces and storage disks
at x and their associated queues of messages carrying contents. The delays incurred to
move a content data through these queues are analyzed by standard queuing formulas for
Poissonian traffic flows with exponentially distributed processing at resource elements (e.g.,
Kleinrock formulas).
We estimate the delay incurred by a read request or a content update at the network
and storage elements of various on-tree nodes. A set of back-to-back connected content-
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forwarding nodes carrying a message flow is a serial interconnect of the system elements,
with the combined delay incurred therein estimated by their aggregate analysis. A flow
splits into two sub-flows at a content-storing proxy node x, with one sub-flow visiting the
storage element to read p and then traversing the downstream path, while the other sub-flow
traverses the upstream path to locate an up-to-date copy of p. The split is determined by
the probability of finding an up-to-date copy of p at x: i.e., [1 − u(p,x)]. A flow may also
merge with other flows at a content-storing node or a content-forwarding node with other
branching paths in the tree. Fig. 7.2 shows the queuing-theoretic representation of a sample
topology and the computation of per-node delays.
Figure 7.2: Queuing-theoretic computation of content latency
For a flow with rate λ arriving at node x from downstream, a sub-flow with rate λ[1−u(p,x)]
will be incident on the storage unit w and on the downstream network interface nd of x;
whereas, a sub-flow with rate λu(p,x) will be incident in the upstream interface nu of x. The
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queuing delays incurred in these system elements of x are:
1
µw − (λf(w) + λ[1− u(p,x)])
;
1
µnd − (λf(nd) + λ[1− u(p,x)])
;
1
µnu − (λc(nu) + λu(p,x))
; (7.6)
respectively, where λf(.) is the cross-traffic intensity contributed by other flows passing
through x. These building-block formulas for delay estimates, in conjunction with the merge
and split of different traffic flows at various nodes is incorporated in a performance analysis
of content-pull algorithms. The recursive structure of a tree carrying the various sub-flows
and merged flows allows estimating the composite delays incurred at various nodes as closed-
form relations. The parameters µnd and µnc are approximated from the available bandwidth
along the path connecting two proxy nodes in an overlay distribution tree.
7.4 Key concepts in SaaS layer assessment
The cloud infrastructure layer consists of a networked server nodes spanning across differ-
ent data centers. The SaaS layer logic comprises of distribution tree construction, proxy
placement and content streaming algorithms. All nodes in the cloud infrastructure are
storage-capable and a subset of them in the distribution tree is used as a proxy node such
that the latency and overhead guarantees are met. The remaining proxy-capable nodes act
as content forwarding nodes. In a self-manged CDN system, the proxy placement algorithm
may choose to switch a proxy-capable node to proxy node (and vice-versa) in order to meet
quality guarantees. The IaaS and SaaS layer view of the networked server nodes is shown in
Fig. 7.3a & 7.3b.
The consumers send content requests at a certain rate that get routed to the nearest proxy
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(a) Infrastructure topology (b) CDN distribution tree
Figure 7.3: IaaS and SaaS layer view of a CDN system
node in the distribution tree. Based on the content update rate, a client request may find
an out-of-date copy at the nearest proxy node and hence the request may go to an upstream
proxy node and so on. The goal of the assessment module is to determine the effectiveness
of the SaaS provider in meeting the QoS guarantees on metrics such as client latency. We
employ system identification techniques to infer the proxy node placement. The process
involves exploring different candidate proxy placements and computing the expected latency
for each candidate placement. The tester module suspends the regular content traffic and
invoke bot clients to inject known request rates to test the algorithms. The inferred proxy
placement is then used to benchmark expected QoS that is then compared with the actual
QoS delivered to verify the QoS compliance.
7.4.1 Externalization of CDN distribution tree
The SaaS layer algorithmic externalization is essential for monitoring and enforcing QoS in a
networked system. The externalization of a CDN system processes is basically a declarative
specification of the various algorithms running in the CDN service layer. The system pro-
cesses are basically the proxy placement algorithms on a distribution tree, generation of a
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Figure 7.4: Logical distribution tree externalized for QoS assessment
suitable overlay tree on the CDN infrastructure, algorithms to update the contents at various
proxy nodes, etc. The SaaS provider exposes a logical overlay tree for external assessment3
as show in Fig. 7.4. The overlay tree comprises of the client locations and nodes that are
part of the content distribution tree without revealing the actual placement of proxy nodes.
The assessment module uses the information exposed by the service provider, training set
data, and the computational model of the CDN system to identify likely candidate placement
scenarios and narrow down the search process using techniques such as trend analysis, client
request rate perturbation, and RMSE-based statistical tool.
As can be seen, Fig. 7.4 is a collapsed version of the actual distribution tree set up
the SaaS provider (shown in Fig. 7.3b) without revealing the actual placement of proxy
nodes. This is enabled by the additive property of the content flow along the network links
as described in Section 7.3.2. Fig. 7.5 shows how network links, with potentially different
3 There may scenarios where the CDN service provider, either intentionally or due to architectural
limitations, does not expose the logical distribution tree. In such cases, we may have to execute a pre-
inference strategy to infer the logical distribution tree before proceeding with the proposed proxy placement
inference process. A pre-inference execution process may be realized using configuring dummy clients sending
known request rates and observe the incurred latency to infer the likely number of hops between the client
and main content server R. This information may then be used to construct the distribution tree for proxy
placement inference.
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Figure 7.5: Collapsing multiple forwarding links into one
capacities, connecting consecutive content forwarding nodes, can be collapsed into one with
capacity Ceff . The calculation of Ceff is shown below.
Let the incoming rate be λ. The delay incurred (in the original tree) passing through











Eq. 7.7 can be re-written as:
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From 7.9, Ceff can be derived as follows:
λ = Ceff −
1
Deff
From eq. 7.9, [Ceff − λ]× [Kx + λ.Ky] = 1
Ky.λ
2 + λ.[Kx −Ky.Ceff ] + [1−Kx.Ceff ]







7.4.2 Quantifying modeling error
Our CDN model is derived based on Poissonian traffic flow assumption for the client requests
and content updates at the server R. While the initial Poissonian assumption keeps the
model tractable, when we consider the merging of client requests and/or content updates at
the branching points of the distribution tree and proxy node, the Poissonian property gets
violated. This is a source of the modeling error in the CDN system.
We quantify the extent of the modeling error using the data collected from the actual
system and the computational model for various proxy placement scenarios and client request
and content update rates. In Fig. 7.6, we show two sample client request and content update
rates for a distribution tree with 3 proxy nodes and four clients. The threshold value to
compare the model-estimated and observed client latencies is computed using RMSE tools.
In our inference process, we use the threshold value 0.03 based on the training set data.
The threshold setting value treats the λc > 26 as out-of-bound as the corresponding client
latency values start to increase exponentially after the threshold point.
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Figure 7.6: Determining deviation threshold from training data
7.4.3 Evaluation of feasible proxy placements
The rate of content updates in asynchronous mode: namely, λs, is a key parameter that
impacts the load balancing across proxy nodes, in the face of large client demands λc. A
lower update rate forces the client transactions to be processed readily at the local serving
proxy node, thereby limiting the spread-out of client transactions across to the upstream
nodes in the CDN. This can lead to unbalanced transactional loads incident at various
proxies, and hence unequal QoS experienced by clients in different regions. Thus, the CDN-
internal parameters: ζ = λs
λc
(related to content popularity) and proxy node utilization
γ(x) = λc(x)
µq(x)−λs
, should be controlled carefully by the CDN designer as part of an optimal
proxy placement strategy.
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The condition γ(x) < T (x) should be met for each of the proxies {x} selected for place-
ment on distinct nodes in the CDN topology. Such a feasibility evaluation of proxy place-
ment involves analyzing the CDN transactional parameters: namely, the client demand rates
{λci}i=1,2,··· ,M , content update rate λs, and proxy content servicing capacities {µq(x)}. It
also involves checking the transactional flows against the network link capacities for content
data transport {µn′, µn′′}, to quickly ascertain client arrivals and content updates at proxy
nodes. See Fig. 7.7. A proxy placement configuration that generates clients demands to
Figure 7.7: CDN system test input feasibility analysis
cause severe congestion levels at one or more proxies and/or on the path segments connecting
to proxy nodes is deemed as infeasible.
We define a predicate: feas(x), that evaluates the conditions to be satisfied in order for
a proxy x to be declared as feasible. The proxy x is feasible, i.e., feas(x) = true, only when
all the following conditions are met:
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1. The transactional flows incident on x due to client arrivals and content updates do not
overload the capacity of x, i.e., γ(x) < T (x);
2. The traffic demands caused by the content pull and push transactions triggered through
x do not congest the network links connecting to its downstream proxies Dx;
3. The downstream proxies are feasible, i.e., feas(y) = true|∀y∈Dx .
The predicate evaluation feas(x) involves computing the transactional loads that are inci-
dent on proxy x from its directly attached clients and the transactions that spill over to x
from its downstream proxies due to out-of-date scenarios. An axiomatic specs of feas(x)
contains clauses that verify the conditions 1-2 against the computed transactional loads.
The feasibility evaluation of a proxy placement configuration starts at the root node of
distribution tree in CDN topology, and recursively proceeds through the downstream proxies
until termination at the leaf nodes. A configuration {x} is feasible iff the utilization levels of
a proxy x do not exceed a threshold T (x) and the transactional traffic flows on network path
segments connecting to x are below congestion levels. The feasibility condition is specified
as:








< T (x)] ∧
[link(x, x, v,m) ∧ feas(v)]v∈Dx,m=C(v) ∧ [link(x, x, att(w), {w})|w∈C(x)|d(x,w)=NULL];






where a predicate of the form link(x, z, y,my) = TRUE indicates the feasibility of network
segments connecting nodes z and y to sustain the traffic demand of transactional loads that
are routed via the network segment (z, y) for servicing by the proxy placed in node x. Here,
my represents the set of clients reachable from proxy node x via the downstream network
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segment (z, y). The predicate link(x, z, y,my) allows ensuring that the traffic demand on
network links generated by client transactional flows is limited to a level that does not cause
congestion. A suitable threshold setting Wn for the utilization on network segment (z, y) —
say, 75% — allows the detection of congestion-causing transactional loads. A more detailed
analysis of transactional flows along the network segments for a given proxy placement
scenario is presented in Appendix B.3.
Only after a candidate placement of proxies {x} is so verified as feasible, the designer
can proceed to evaluate the performance of {x}. Meaningful performance indices are the
per-client latency and overhead experienced during a content pull transaction, in a backdrop
of sharing the CDN resources (i.e., proxies and and network links) among various client
transactions.
7.4.4 Sample evaluation of feasibility analysis predicates
A sample feasibility analysis using feas(. . .) and link(. . .) predicates for two different proxy
placement scenarios shown in Fig. 7.8 is given below.
Refer to proxy placement scenario A shown in Fig. 7.8. The server update rate, λs = 1.0.
For simplicity, we assume that network links have homogeneous service rates, µ′′n = 37.5. The
content read/write rate for proxy nodes are: µq(1) = 50.0, µq(2) = 40.0, µq(7) = 45.0. The
threshold values for proxy server (T (x)) and network segment (Wn) utilization are 75% and
70% respectively (i.e., T (x) = 0.75 and Wn = 0.7).
First, we evaluate the feasibility predicates for proxy nodes that satisfies the condition
Dx = ∅ (c.f.: Eq. 7.11).
• feas(2); C(2) = {1, 2}
The maximum transactional load incident on node proxy node 2 (i.e., λ1 + λ2) that
satisfies the condition γ(2) < T (2) is 29.0. [ 29.0
40.0−1.0
= 0.74358 < 0.75].
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Figure 7.8: Feasibility Analysis: proxy placement scenario A and B
We have two distinct network link predicates connecting clients 1 and 2 to proxy node
2. The maximum sustained load on this link is computed as:
link(2, 2, 5, {1}) = 26.0
37.5
= 0.69333 < 0.7
link(2, 2, 4, {2}) = 26.0
37.5
= 0.69333 < 0.7
Thus, feas(2) = TRUE iff λ1 ∈ [1, . . . , 26] ∧ λ2 ∈ [1, . . . , 26] ∧ [(λ1 + λ2) ≤ 29.0];
• feas(7); C(7) = {3, 4}
The maximum transactional load incident on node proxy node 7 (i.e., λ3 + λ4) that
satisfies the condition γ(7) < T (7) is 32.0. [ 32.0
45.0−1.0
= 0.7272 < 0.75].
We have two distinct network link predicates connecting clients 3 and 4 to proxy node
7. The maximum sustained load on this link is computed as:
link(7, 7, 8, {3}) = 26.0
37.5
= 0.69333 < 0.7
link(7, 7, 9, {4}) = 26.0
37.5
= 0.69333 < 0.7
Thus, feas(7) = TRUE iff λ3 ∈ [1, . . . , 26] ∧ λ4 ∈ [1, . . . , 26] ∧ [(λ3 + λ4) ≤]32.0.
We now evaluate the feasibility predicate for proxy nodes that satisfies the condition
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Dx 6= ∅ (c.f.: Eq. 7.11). feas(1); C(1) = {1, 2, 3, 4}
We show the predicate evaluation for one sample λc scenario: [λ1 = 4, λ2 = 25, λ3 =
18, λ4 = 14]. This recursive predicate evaluation can be performed for all possible λc combi-
nations in a similar manner.
The probability that a client request encountering an out-of-date content copy in an in-
termediate proxy node for the given λc values above is: u(c1, 2) = 0.02758, u(c2, 2) =




= 0.03836 < 0.75
The link predicate evaluation to downstream proxy nodes 2 and 7 are evaluated as follows:
link(1, 1, 2, {1, 2}) = (0.02758∗4)+(0.03315∗25)
37.5
= 0.02504 < 0.7
link(1, 1, 7, {3, 4}) = (0.0296∗18)+(0.02916∗14)
37.5
= 0.02507 < 0.7
feas(1) = [0.03836 < 0.75] ∧ [0.02504 < 0.7 ∧ feas(2)] ∧ [0.02507 < 0.7 ∧ feas(7)] =
TRUE.
Thus, the proxy placements at {1, 2, 7} is feasible for the input [λ1 = 4, λ2 = 25, λ3 =
18, λ4 = 14].
We now illustrate the feasibility predicate evaluation for proxy placement scenario B
shown in Fig. 7.8. The server update rate, λs = 3.0. For simplicity, we assume that network
links have homogeneous service rates, on the left and right branch of the tree as follows:
µ′′nl = 25.0 and µ
′′
nr = 15.0. The content read/write rate for proxy nodes are: µq(1) = 50.0,
µq(2) = 40.0. The threshold values for proxy server (T (x)) and network segment (Wn)
utilization are 75% and 75% respectively (i.e., T (x) = 0.75 and Wn = 0.75).
Again, we first evaluate the feasibility predicates for proxy nodes that satisfies the con-
dition Dx = ∅.
• feas(2); C(2) = {1, 2}
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The maximum transactional load incident on node proxy node 2 (i.e., λ1 + λ2) that
satisfies the condition γ(2) < T (2) is 27.0. [ 27.0
40.0−3.0
= 0.72972 < 0.75].
We have two distinct network link predicates connecting clients 1 and 2 to proxy node
2. The maximum sustained load on this link is computed as:
link(2, 2, 5, {1}) = 11.0
15.0
= 0.733 < 0.75
link(2, 2, 4, {2}) = 11.0
15.0
= 0.733 < 0.75
In the previous placement scenario, the proxy node was the bottleneck resource, whereas
in scenario B, the network link on the right branch of the tree is a bottleneck resource
as the combined sustainable load on the network segments (22.0) is less than the sus-
tainable load at proxy node 2 (27.0).
Thus, feas(2) = TRUE iff λ1 ∈ [1, . . . , 11] ∧ λ2 ∈ [1, . . . , 11] ∧ [(λ1 + λ2) ≤ 22.0].
The maximum sustainable load on both the non-shared and shared ({1, 7}) network
segments on the left branch of the distribution tree is 18: 18.0
25.0
= 0.72 < 0.75. That is, the
acceptable range for clients 3 and 4 are: λ3 ∈ [1, . . . , 18];λ4 ∈ [1, . . . , 18].
We now evaluate the feasibility predicate for proxy nodes that satisfies the condition
Dx 6= ∅ (c.f.: Eq. 7.11). feas(1); C(1) = {1, 2, 3, 4}
Again, we show the predicate evaluation for one sample λc scenario: [λ1 = 10, λ2 =
8, λ3 = 8, λ4 = 7]. The probability that client 1& 2’s request encountering an out-of-date
content copy in an intermediate proxy node 2 for the given λc values above is: u(c1, 2) =
0.1282, u(c2, 2) = 0.12121. The utilization of node 1 for this sample λc values is:
(0.1282∗10)+(0.12121∗8)+8+7
50.0−3.0
= 0.36705 < 0.75
The link predicate evaluation to downstream proxy nodes 2 and 7 are evaluated as follows:
link(1, 1, 2, {1, 2}) = (0.1282∗10)+(0.12121∗8)
15.0
= 0.15011 < 0.7
link(1, 1, 7, {3, 4}) = 15
25.0
= 0.6 < 0.7
feas(1) = [0.36705 < 0.75] ∧ [0.15011 < 0.7 ∧ feas(2)] ∧ [0.6 < 0.7] = TRUE.
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Thus, the proxy placements at {1, 2} is feasible for the input [λ1 = 10, λ2 = 8, λ3 =
8, λ4 = 7].
7.4.5 Testing SaaS-layer algorithm
In addition to the externalized system internals such as the distribution tree topology, net-
work link and storage service rate parameters, the external management module can access
the content update rates (λs) of the main CDN server and the client request rates (λc). When
the observed client latencies for a given [λs, λc] pair deviates from the expected latencies,
the assessment modules initiates the testing of the service-layer algorithm4. The goal of the
assessment module is to reason about the target system that caused observed deviation in
the QoS behavior by injecting artificial test inputs.
During the testing phase, the target system runs with artificially injected test inputs and
system conditions. The actual client inputs are kept suspended during the testing epoch. In
an active period, the target system runs with real client inputs and the system generating
outputs, with the assessment module going into a ”semi-active” state. The test trajectory







c , ...) to zero-in on a system internal parameter (say, proxy node placements).
A chosen client request rate during the testing phase may be much higher and not reflect
the real application traffic behavior5. Nevertheless, if the test request rate input chosen by
the tester module is too high, the testing process would be futile. This is because a very high
request rate for one or more of the clients (say, λc = 100.0) would cause the feas(. . .) and/or
4In large-scale systems like CDN, system testing may also be triggered by a pre-determined testing
schedule.
5Consider a YouTube-like application. Based on the popularity of the YouTube channel, let’s say there are
100 requests per minute from different clients for a video content. During the testing phase, the assessment
module may suspend the real client requests, and the creating a test scenario wherein the module invokes bot
instances to simulate 500 requests per minute. The module with the knowledge of the bandwidth demand
of the video content may then reason about the placement of the caching sites and path bandwidth based
on the observed latency in accessing the content.
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link(. . .) predicate evaluation to FALSE due to transaction flow overload at the proxy node(s)
and network links. This would result in rejection of all candidate proxy placements during
feasibility evaluation. The goal of the testing here is to extract the internal system parameter
by introducing test input with a reasonable range and calibrated system conditions.
7.4.6 Quality of inference algorithm
The desired goals of system assessment are non-intrusiveness and 100%-accuracy of the
assessment. During the inference process, the CDN system is kept in suspended mode for
actual client requests. The quality of non-intrusiveness is determined by how quickly the
testing phase can be completed and how accurate the inferred system internal parameter
is (e.g., placement of proxy nodes). The time-to-infer a parameter is important because it
determines how long the system will be kept in suspended mode pending the completion
of testing. The accuracy of the system parameter is also important because it determines
the quality of adaptation by the CDN controller and/or penalty apportioning to the service
provider. The quality of inference algorithm is determined by how close the achieved inference
accuracy and time are to the desired goals.
7.5 Challenges in proxy placement inference
In this work, we consider under-provisioning at the SaaS implementation of CDN system.
The SaaS provider, intentionally (for revenue reasons) or unintentionally (due to poor re-
source planning), comes up with a number of proxy nodes that are less-than-optimal to meet
the QoS guarantees. We use the analytical model of CDN system with an exhaustive search
of the feasible proxy placements, under a fluid-flow approximation of the traffic from clients
and server and the cross-traffic at storage nodes and network links.
The assessment process is fuzzy because of the intrinsic complexity of QoS support in
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a large-scale CDN system realized on a cloud. The dimensionality of the system is mainly
determined by: i) the number of proxy-capable nodes K that are in the infrastructure
topology and ii) the uncontrolled external environment conditions E∗ incident on each node.
Accordingly, the software complexity of QoS-support functions incorporated in the system
is O(K.|E∗|). From representative sample values K = 20 and |E∗| = 10, it can be seen that
the complexity endured by the assessment module for an accurate reasoning about the QoS
provisioning of the system is quite high.
Figure 7.9: Proxy placement scenario A vs B
Besides, there may be more than one proxy placement scenario resulting in similar QoS
outcome based on the infrastructure resource capabilities. For instance, consider the place-
ment scenarios shown in Fig. 7.9. In scenario A, the intermediate proxy nodes 2, 7 are
shared by clients 1&2 and 3&4, respectively. In scenario B, clients 1&2 have dedicated
intermediate proxy nodes whereas clients 3&4 are shared by proxy node 7. We assume
the content update rate, client request rates, and network link rates are fixed as follows:
[λs = 0.1, λc1,c2,c3,c4 = 2.0, ContentTransferRate=37.5, ControlMsgRate=75000]. These two
placement scenarios will result in similar latency behavior under different storage node con-
figurations:
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• Scenario A: StorageRate(1)=45.0, StorageRate({2, 7})=40.0;
The latency incurred by clients 1-4 are: {0.0571, 0.0571, 0.08465, 0.05646};
• Scenario B: StorageRate(1)=45.0, StorageRate({4, 5})=20.25, StorageRate(7)=40.0;
The latency incurred by clients 1-4 are: {0.05793, 0.05793, 0.08471, 0.05653}.
Similarly, consider the placement scenarios shown in Fig. 7.10. Scenario A is same as
before. In scenario C, clients 1&2 have a shared proxy node (7) whereas clients 3&4 have
dedicated intermediate proxy nodes ({8, 9}). These two placement scenarios will result in
similar latency behavior under different storage node configurations:
Figure 7.10: Proxy placement scenario A vs C
• Scenario A: StorageRate(1)=45.0, StorageRate({2, 7})=40.0;
The latency incurred by clients 1-4 are: {0.0571, 0.0571, 0.08465, 0.05646};
• Scenario C: StorageRate(1)=45.0, StorageRate(2)=40.0, StorageRate(8)=14.0,
StorageRate(9)=20.0;
The latency incurred by clients 1-4 are: {0.0571, 0.0571, 0.08425, 0.05652}.
In such scenarios, our system identification technique employ testing tools such as per-
turbation analysis. This process involves configuring bot clients with varying client request
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rates and observing the resulting outcome. Such tools would be useful to improve the accu-
racy of the proxy placement inference. For instance, consider the Scenario B shown in Fig.
7.9. Here, as part of the system identification process, the tester module may perturb C1′s
request rate by δ and observe the impact on the C2′s latency. If perturbation of C1 has a
considerable impact on C2′s latency, then we can conclude that C1&C2 share an interme-
diate proxy node. On the other hand, if C1′s perturbation has a minimal impact6 on on
C2′s latency, then we can conclude that C1&C2 are served by dedicated intermediate proxy
nodes.
7.6 Illustration of proxy placement inference
(a) Actual overlay tree on cloud infrastructure (b) Overlay tree externalized for assessment
Figure 7.11: CDN topology used in QoS assessment
We treat the discrete event simulation (DES) implementation (written in C)7 of the CDN
6The threshold to determine whether a change in observed latency during the testing phase is considerable
or minimal is determined by employing learning techniques with various combinations of client request rates.
7The DES implementation is a joint work with a former CCNY undergraduate student Mr. Yassine
Wardei. The implementation process involves generation and maintenance of a future event list (FEL).
The FEL consists of event description and a time-stamp associated with it for processing by the content
forwarding and storage elements. Each node contains FIFO queues to queue the data traffic from both clients
and the server. The queues help us to monitor the utilization status of each node. The implementation may
also be realized using existing DES software tools such as network simulator 2 (NS-2) or OPNET.
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system as the actual CDN system. The model-based QoS assessment is realized using the the
analytical formulas described in the previous subsections. The actual CDN distribution tree
realized on the cloud infrastructure and the CDN overlay tree externalized8 by the service
provider for assessment is shown in Fig. 7.11a and 7.11b. We consider identical storage and
network link speeds for all nodes and links, for simplicity. The storage speed (µs) is set to 40
read/writes of content data per sec., and the network link speed (µn) is set to 12.5 content
data transfers per sec. Content data is 2000 times larger relative to a control message used
in CDN push/pull protocol. Data size is 400 Kbytes and control message size is 200 bytes.
The storage speed and link bandwidth are 128 mbps and 40 mbps, respectively.
The proxy placement inference procedure is described in Algorithm 1. We leverage the
topology externalized by the service provider proxy placement inference (such as the one
shown in Fig. 7.11b) based on the observed client latencies. First, we leverage the CDN
system domain knowledge and begin the inference process by comparing the client latencies
that belong to one branch of the tree at a time. At the end of this stage, if there is more than
one likely placement scenario to be considered , we employ tools such as perturbation analysis
using client request and/or server update rates and root-mean-square error computation in
both actual system and the computational model. The four major steps involved in the
inference process are:
1. Compare the observed and model-computed latencies for clients on the right branch of
the CDN distribution tree. Eliminate the explored candidate proxy placements using
a threshold for the deviation between model-estimated and observed client latencies
(the threshold is computed using RMSE tools);
2. Repeat Step 1 for the clients on the left branch of the distribution tree;
8The collapse of nodes 7-6-8 on the actual tree to nodes 7-8 in the externalized version is based on equation
7.10 described in section 7.4.1.
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Algorithm 1: CDN Proxy Placement Inference
Input : CDN overlay tree topology, T
Output: Set of likely proxy placements on tree T , LPP
Set cr[Ci]:=λi i = {1...n} // initialize client request rate
Set LPP := ∅
Set boolean haltInference := false
Initialize: devThresh // deviation threshold for diff. between expected & observed latency
Obtain {LoCi}, i = {1...n} latency incurred by all n clients in the actual system
Initialize max proxy nodes Z;
for each x ∈ {1...Z} do
Generate z random topologies, {RT }, with x proxy nodes; z > 1 for x > 1
end for
for each t ∈ {RT } do
LPP := {RT } // initially all placements are equally likely
Compute expected latency using the analytical model {LeCi}, i = {1...n}
end for
while ¬ haltInference do
for each client on the right branch, Cir, of t ∈ {RT } do
if
∣∣LeCir − LoCir ∣∣ > devT resh then
LPP := {LPP} − t
end if
end for
for each client on the left branch, Cil, of t ∈ {RT } do
if
∣∣LeCil − LoCil∣∣ > devT resh then
LPP := {LPP} − t
end if
end for
if |LPP | > 1 then
for each client on the left (or right) branch, Cil, of t ∈ {RT } do
cr[Cil]:= λi + δ // perturb left (right) branch client request rates by δ
Obtain {LpCil}, expected latency under perturbation
end for
for each client on the left (or right) branch, Cil, of t ∈ {RT } do
Compute % increase in latency before and after perturbation
if % increase is NOT consistent for topology t then
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3. If more than one candidate placement scenario still remains, then perturb the request
rates for the clients on one branch of the tree and observe the difference between the
observed and model-computed latencies;
4. At the end of Step 3, if more than one proxy placement scenario still remains, we
continue to validate the system outputs against the RMSE-computed thresholds under
different perturbation conditions until we narrow down the number of likely configu-
rations to a manageable level (say, 2 or 3).
The steps described above will be useful in zeroing-in to one (or a few) possible proxy
placements with high probability such that the if the resource under-provision is detected,
appropriate penalty can be imposed on the service provider.
The inference process in a measurement epoch begins after collecting latency values from
one run of the actual system. How the proxy nodes were setup in the actual system is
not known to the assessment module. The assessment module upon receiving the latencies
invokes the proxy placement inference algorithm. In the sample inference process described
below, we use the client latencies obtained for the CDN distribution tree shown in Fig. 7.11b.
Table 7.1 shows the observed latency values for all 4 clients for a single run for a claimed
number of 3 proxy node configuration by the service provider.
Lc1 Lc2 Lc3 Lc4
0.11625 0.11644 0.08612 0.05779
Table 7.1: Observed client latencies
The inference algorithm explores several proxy placement scenarios by varying the num-
ber of proxy nodes and their placements. The values for λs and λc are available via the service
interface of the SaaS-layer algorithm. Now, there may be a mismatch between the latency
observed at the CDN output interface vis-a-vis the client request and server update rates
observed at the CDN input interface because of resource under-provisioning. In this case,
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the tester module suspends the real client inputs and begins testing the CDN system with an







This will be helpful in zeroing-in on the actual number of proxy nodes provisioned by the
service provider and their placement. Table 7.2 the client latencies for 17 different proxy
placements explored by the inference algorithm with [λs = 0.1, λc1,c2,c3,c4 = 2.0]. The proxy
placement scenario is not necessarily truly exhaustive because of the application of domain
knowledge in the inferencing process. The domain knowledge allows the algorithm to ex-
clude certain placement scenarios like, installing two proxies on consecutive blue nodes in
the topology.
Config. Id Proxy Nodes Lc1 Lc2 Lc3 Lc4
P.4.1 {1,4,5,7} 0.03008 0.03008 0.08471 0.05653
P.4.2 {1,3,8,9} 0.08471 0.08471 0.03008 0.02881
P.3.1 {1,2,7} 0.05717 0.05717 0.08471 0.05653
P.3.2 {1,3,7} 0.08471 0.08471 0.08471 0.05653
P.3.3 {1,2,9} 0.0572 0.0572 0.11106 0.02887
P.3.4 {1,5,9} 0.03021 0.11255 0.11255 0.02894
P.3.5 {1,2,8} 0.0572 0.0572 0.03014 0.08288
P.3.6 {1,5,7} 0.03014 0.11106 0.08474 0.05656
P.3.7 {1,4,5} 0.03021 0.03021 0.11255 0.08436
P.3.8 {1,4,9} 0.11255 0.03021 0.11255 0.02894
P.3.9 {1,8,9} 0.11255 0.11255 0.03021 0.02894
P.2.1 {1,8} 0.11412 0.11412 0.03029 0.08594
P.2.2 {1,7} 0.11247 0.11247 0.08478 0.0566
P.2.3 {1,3} 0.08478 0.08478 0.11247 0.08429
P.2.4 {1,9} 0.11412 0.11412 0.11412 0.02901
P.2.5 {1,2} 0.05723 0.05723 0.11247 0.08429
P.1 {1} 0.11589 0.11589 0.11589 0.08771
Table 7.2: Proxy placement inference – trend analysis;
[λs = 0.1, λc1,c2,c3,c4 = 2.0, devThresh = 0.03]
After obtaining the latency values for all the proxy placements, the inference process
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explores the right branch of the tree first. The model-computed C1 and C2 latency values
for each placement is compared with the observed values for C1 and C2. If the difference in
the model-computed and observed latencies deviate within the threshold, devThresh, then a
particular placement is deemed as a likely actual placement scenario. devThresh is a learned
parameter using RMSE tools on the training data set (c.f. Sec. 7.4.2).
In step 2, for the likely actual placements identified in step 1, the client latencies on the
left branch of the tree is considered. In the observed latencies, C3 incurs higher latency than
C4. So we first eliminate the configuration(s) in which C4 incurred higher latency than C3
from the likely placements set. Thus configuration P.2.1 (with proxy placement {1,8}) is re-
moved from the set. If the difference between model-computed and observed latencies for C3
and C4’s are within the specified deviation threshold, devThresh = 0.03, for the remaining
placement scenarios, they are retained in the likely placement set. The RMSE values be-
tween the model-estimated and observed latencies for the initially considered 17 placements
are as follows: 0.06101, 0.03867, 0.04185, 0.02239, 0.04597, 0.0473, 0.05186, 0.04315, 0.06372,
0.04738, 0.03157, 0.0313, 0.00288, 0.02911, 0.02014, 0.04579, 0.02111. At the end of step 2,
based on the deviation threshold, 5 out of 17 placements are identified as likely, as high-
lighted in gray color in Table 7.2.
Since there is more than one candidate proxy placement remaining at the end of step 2,
the inference process moves to step 3. In step 3, we employ perturbation analysis technique
to further narrow down the likely placement search. Here, the request rates of clients on one
branch of the tree are perturbed by δ and observe the impact on latencies for all four clients.
Based on the observed & model-computed latencies with rate perturbation, the inference
module can learn resource sharing among the clients. For example consider a scenario where
two clients share a proxy node. Here, rate perturbation of both clients by the same δ will
have similar impact on the latencies. On the other hand, if the clients are served by different
proxies, then the impact on latencies will be dissimilar.
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Lc1 Lc2 Lc3 Lc4
0.11692 0.11671 0.09691 0.0657
Table 7.3: Observed client latencies under C3 & C4 perturbation
Config. Id Proxy Nodes Lc1 Lc2 Lc3 Lc4
P.3.2 {1,3,7} 0.08471 0.08471 0.09508 0.06429
P.2.2 {1,7} 0.11247 0.11247 0.0951 0.06432
P.2.3 {1,3} 0.08491 0.08491 0.12589 0.09511
P.2.4 {1,9} 0.11701 0.11701 0.12481 0.02969
P.1 {1} 0.12315 0.12315 0.13095 0.10017
Table 7.4: Proxy placement inference – perturbation analysis;
[λs = 0.1, λc1,c2 = 2.0, λc3,c4 = 5.0]
In our example, we perturb the request rates of C3 and C4 by 3.0, i.e., δ = 3.0 and the
latencies from both the actual system and analytical model are obtained and noted in Tables
7.3 and 7.4. In the actual system, the percentage increase in latency (with and without rate
perturbation) for C1, C2, C3 and C4 are 0.576, 0.232, 12.529 and 13.688 respectively. The
close-to-similar increase indicates that C3 and C4 share an intermediate proxy node in the
actual system. Also, the minimal impact on C1, C2 indicates that all four clients do not have
a common intermediate proxy node. Now, among the model-computed latencies we eliminate
the scenarios where we don’t observe a similar latency change trend as that of the actual
system. The likely placements at the end of step 3 in the inference process is highlighted
in gray in Table 7.4. The corresponding RMSE values between the model-estimated and
observed latencies are: 0.02273, 0.00328, 0.02278, 0.02463 respectively.
Since we are left with more than one candidate placement, the inference process proceeds
to step 4 discussed earlier. The RMSE value is again computed between the observed and
model-computed latency values obtained with a new perturbation. Table 7.5 shows the likely
placements at the end of step 3. In this step, we choose the candidate proxy placement that
incurred the lowest RMSE value for the model-computed and actual client latencies under
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Config. Id Proxy Nodes Lc1 Lc2 Lc3 Lc4
P.3.2 {1,3,7} 0.08471 0.08471 0.09508 0.06429
P.2.2 {1,7} 0.11247 0.11247 0.0951 0.06432
P.2.4 {1,9} 0.11701 0.11701 0.12481 0.02969
P.1 {1} 0.12315 0.12315 0.13095 0.10017
Table 7.5: Proxy placement inference – RMSE;
[λs = 0.1, λc1,c2 = 2.0, λc3,c4 = 5.0]
rate perturbation. Thus, we have configuration P.2.2 with proxies at node 1 and 7 is the only
candidate remaining at the end of step 3. Alternatively, a test designer may choose to select
the lowest two or three configurations as likely. Such a threshold setting may, however, have
an impact on the inference accuracy.
Chapter 8
Thoughts on Model-based Autonomic
Resource Management
Our model-based approach to infer system internal parameters can be employed for QoS-
adaptation in self-managing systems. We consider a control-theoretic view of QoS adaptation
wherein the adaptation logic represented as a model-based control law programmed into the
software agents that exercise control actions over multiple control steeps to meet the desired
QoS specs. In this chapter, we provide discussion on model-based approaches to replica
management in a replicated data service system and proxy-placement schema in a CDN
system.
8.1 Autonomic management of replica voting system
Given the QoS γ desired by an application, the voting implementation strives to make
the achieved QoS γ′ ≈ γ. We reason that a higher N lowers the data delivery latency L
but increases the message overhead M , albeit, in a non-linear fashion. Intuitively, over a
region of small N (say, N = 3, . . . , 5), an increase of N has a strong impact on lowering L,
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because the higher device-level asynchrony increases the likelihood of receiving the needed
fm + 1 consent votes quicker. But, over a region of large N (say, N = 9, . . . , 11), the
increased device-level asynchrony results only a marginal reduction in L (assuming that fm)
does not change with N). The cost of replication faced by the designer of voting system
increases exponentially with respect to N . This is because the computational efforts needed
to maintain device heterogeneity and mutual independence, ensuring security, and increase
in network bandwidth required to accommodate a higher N . Given that the gains on the
QoS saturates at higher N , the designer needs to weigh the cost increase against the penalty
accrued due to reduced QoS during system adaptation.
Figure 8.1: Layers of control in a replica voting system
Procedurally, the adaptation functionality of voting system core is viewed as implement-
ing a feedback loop, where a controller exercises the voting protocol with parameter inputs
[N,B]. See Fig. 8.1. The situation assessment module (SAM) sets the initial values of
[N, fm, B] for the voting sub-system core. The parameter setting is based on the [fa, r] es-
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timated by the SAM, and the bandwidth allocation estimated to achieve the desired QoS
γ. The SAM may leverage our system identification and assessment techniques that in-
volve injecting artificial faults to test the fault-tolerance capabilities of the system and the
capabilities of a chosen parameter value in meeting the QoS requirements before installing
it on the actual system. Once a candidate parameter is chosen, the inner loop controller
adjusts [N, fm, B], subject to resource availability, based on the observed QoS (γ
′) vis-a-vis
the desired QoS (γ). After one or more such observe-adapt cycles, the control loop reaches
a steady-state with a sustainable QoS. An empirical schema for voting system resource re-
configuration in described in our earlier work [81].
8.2 QoS-based CDN adaptation
The proxy selection algorithm A first fixes the distribution tree T (Vˆ , Xˆ) in the infrastruc-
ture G(V,X), where the vertices V are the proxy-capable storage nodes and the edges X are
the node interconnects and Vˆ ⊆ V and Xˆ ⊆ X . The distribution tree construction on the
CDN infrastructure may employ a heuristics (say, a greedy/genetic algorithm based Steiner-
tree construction [82]), or manual selection process. The QoS specs: q ≡ [Oi, Li]i=1,2,··· ,M ,
indicates the overhead and latency acceptable to ci. Due to the modeling complexity
of CDN system, the actual output QoS q′ in a control round may be different from a
model-estimated QoS: q′′ = [OA,i, LA,i]i=1,2,··· ,M . An adaptation controller C may execute a
machine-intelligence procedure to reduce the modeling error (q′′ − q′) over multiple steps of
proxy placement in a control round, with the observed output QoS q′ in each step refining
the proxy placement in a next step. The controller C maps the QoS tracking error ǫ = [q−q′]
onto a cost incurred at the SP for content access, to enable decisions on proxy placement.
The model-based proxy-placement schema, embodied in C, is shown in Figure 8.2. The
observe-and-adapt cycle proceeds over multiple control steps until: i) the desired QoS is
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parameters of client
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Figure 8.2: Adaptive proxy placement in a CDN
achieved, i.e., the QoS tracking error ǫ falls below an acceptable level; or, ii) the CDN
SP runs out of resources for additional QoS improvements; or, iii) the CDN SP decides to
terminate additional resource allocations: say, for revenue reasons.
An on-line control schema possibly allows an exhaustive search of the solution space to
determine the optimal distribution tree with an appropriate choice of proxy placement (with
the CL algorithm running underneath). The model-based determination of optimal solution
may not however match with the actual CDN output performance due to inaccuracies in
the modeling process itself. The modeling error is factored in the methods for revising the
optimal placements in subsequent iterations of the solution search. A heuristics-aided search
of the solution space quickly determines a reasonable placement of proxy nodes (even if the
placement is less optimal) — relative to an exhaustive search.
Regardless of the search strategy employed for proxy placement, our QoS assessment
approach is useful to determine how good a chosen proxy placement is in meeting the QoS
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requirements. Our assessment approach that pertains to a single step in a control round can
be incorporated in the self-adaptive controller C that employs multi-step search process using
machine-intelligence tools. In the multi-step process, the past modeling errors are factored-
in in the current step. In contrast, our assessment mechanism captures the modeling error
arising in a single step. As the controller automatically sifts through a large number of
placements (either analytically or on a simulator) to select a good one, it can leverage our
approach to reason about the quality of a particular placement. The controller then tires
out the selected placement on the target CDN system on-line and iteratively adjusts this
placement over multiple observe-and-adapt control steps to improve the QoS.
Chapter 9
Conclusion and Future Work
In this chapter, we first summarize the major ideas discussed in this thesis and then present
some of the directions of our future work.
9.1 Conclusion
QoS assessment arises from the need to deal with trust deficiency between a cloud service
provider and clients because of the third-party control of VM, storage, and network resources.
Given a cloud-based network system S, we advocate a model-based approach to QoS assess-
ment that compares a reference behavior of S computed from simulation models with the
actual behavior of S. In this work, we provided the software structure of a management
module H to carry out QoS assessment. The process employed by H is itself decoupled (at a
meta-level) from a computational modeling of the system S being assessed. This delineates
the assessment process in H from the identification of computational models of S. Our
design of H is guided by the concepts of dependable systems [14].
Our generalized assessment process brings advantages in cloud-based system software de-
velopment. First, system management functions to realize QoS assessment can be employed
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across different application domains. Second, the domain-specific QoS characterization &
enforcement mechanisms can evolve independently from the QoS assessment procedures that
evaluate the domain-specific mechanisms. The software re-use arising from a generalized QoS
assessment process reduces the cost of distributed software development & maintenance for
cloud-based adaptive systems. This is in contrast with the existing software engineering
methods that rigidly integrate QoS management into the domain-specific system function-
ality.
A case study of replicated data service that processes client queries by majority voting
on the server results was discussed. A black-box view of the voting service was formulated
that allows a mapping of the visible SaaS-layer parameters onto the hard-to-measure IaaS
parameters such as VM processing cycles and network bandwidth. We have presented some
of the limiting cases of our IaaS parameters measurement approach. Next, we studied the
inference mechanisms to detect SaaS-level resource under-provisioning. The approach in-
volves identification of internal system parameters based on the service quality metrics and
artificial fault injection for stress testing the replica voting system to assess the quality of
fault tolerance.
As another case study, this work described methods for assessment of QoS provisioning
by a cloud-hosted CDN service S. We employ computational models of S to infer the proxy
placements in the CDN topology and verify how close is the actual behavior of S to the
model-computed benchmark. The system models are derived from a declarative specification
of the CDN processes externalized by S for use by H . An external assessment module H
collects the QoS meta-data exchanged between various sub-system layers at run-time for
off-line benchmarking against a simulated reference CDN system. The evaluation enables
reasoning about the causes of QoS violations when they occur: such as the laxity of service
processes, non-availability of resources, and cheating on the resources and/or processes.
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9.2 Future work
In this work, we assumed that for the networked system under assessment, either the IaaS
provider is less-than-100% trustworthy or the SaaS provider is less-than-100% trustworthy
but not both. We would like to study the validity of assumptions about our closed-form
models when both IaaS and SaaS providers are less-than 100% trustworthy. The software
complexity of the external assessment module H for this case would be much higher due
large dimensionality of the interaction between the SaaS and IaaS components and with the
external environment E∗.
The quality of the system identification process as a whole can be assessed based on
the quality of non-intrusiveness and the accuracy of the inference. The inference process is
intrusive in nature as the interaction between the real clients and the networked application
remains suspended during the testing. The quality of assessment and adaptation will have
an impact on the overall quality of the system. We are interested in assessing the quality of
the inference process in a quantifiable manner on properties such as non-intrusiveness and
accuracy.
Our plant identification and system assessment technique is useful in self-managing net-
worked systems realized on a cloud. The control-theoretic approach to system adaptation
involve a controller generating an input action on the based on the computational model of
the system and the observed deviation in the observed output from the expected output.
This observe-and-adapt cycle proceeds over multiple control steps before reaching a steady
state. We would like to integrate our assessment approach that pertains to a single step in
a control round in the self-adaptive controller of a networked adaptive system that employs
a multi-step search process.
We also have further interest in conducting experimental studies on cross-domain applica-
bility of our assessment approach. In domains such as smart vehicles, reconfigurable energy
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grids, and connected homes, the plant comprises of raw physical components and processes
that are realized by embedded computing hardware with controller being a part of the overall
system software. The observe-and-adapt steps involved in such application domains based
on the identification of system internal parameters and reasoning about deviation from the
expected behavior presents an interesting and challenging research direction. In addition
to the data and model induced uncertainties, in CPS we also need to factor in the random
variability in physical processes due to the inherent uncertainties in the system properties
and the external environment parameters [30].
Appendix A
Replica Voting Probability Formulas
A.1 Probability of data proposals
Our generalized formulation considers x faulty devices in an ensemble of N devices when
computing the probability for jth step of a voting round, where 0 ≤ x ≤ fa and 1 ≤ j ≤
fa + fm, for 0 < fa ≤ fm. The j
th iteration is executed in a backdrop of x potential
generators of bad data: albeit, with probability r each. Here, (fa − x) is the number of
faulty devices marked as ineligible to propose, over the course of previous (j − 1) iterations
— where (fa − x) ≤ min({j − 1, fm}). Employing state-dependent probability estimation
methods [83], we set x = fa for j = 1, and then express the probabilities for an arbitrary j
th
step recursively in terms of higher values of x associated with earlier steps. Accordingly, a
























for 1 ≤ x ≤ fa; p
(b)
j(··· )(x) = 0.0 for x = 0, (A.1)
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where qj is the probability that a voter generating good data in the current round attempts
to propose in jth step. We set qj =
j
2fm+1
, assuming an uniformly distributed Tc over the
time-span of (2fm + 1) voting steps. With a similar analysis, the probability of a good data
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for 1 ≤ x ≤ fa
p
(g,g)
j(··· )(x) = 1.0; p
(g,b)
j(··· )(x) = 0.0 for x = 0; (A.2)
where p
(g,g)
j(··· ) and p
(g,b)
j(··· ) denote the probability of good proposal from a non-faulty device and




(0) = 0.0 and p
(g,g)
fa+fm+1(··· )
(0) = 1.0. This is because the start of (fa + fm + 1)
th
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iteration depicts a state where all the devices remaining eligible to propose are non-faulty1.
Note that p
(g,g)
1(··· ) = 1.0 and p
(g,b)
1(··· ) = 0.0 for fa = 0.
Formulas (A.1)-(A.2) are the building blocks in a probabilistic analysis of the number of
iterations needed for data delivery to the user. Therefrom, we estimate the latency (TTC)
and message overhead (MSG) incurred for data delivery.
A.2 Analysis of data delivery probability
The number of propose-abort steps (i.e., iterations) in a voting round is indicative of the
extent to which voter failures impede a data delivery . The reachability tree structure from
which the algorithm execution instances unfold lends itself for a recursive formulation of the
probability estimates for data delivery.
Consider an intermediate voting step w that succeeds in data delivery, where 2 ≤ w ≤
(fa+ fm+1). The reaching of w
th step is itself conditional upon the abort of (w− 1)th step.
Thus, the completion of current voting round in w steps means two things :
• A good data is proposed in wth step that enjoys at least (fm+1) consents — including
the proposer;
• A past state for (w−1)th step in which either a bad data was proposed or a good data
was proposed but was not delivered due to insufficient number of consents2.
1Reaching the iteration (fa + fm + 1) is conditional upon the abort of (fa + fm)
th iteration. It depicts
the following scenario:
• All the fa faulty devices had already proposed bad data;
• Only fm of the (N − fa) non-faulty devices had already computed their data, and all these good
proposals fell short of consensus by at least 1 vote.
That (N − fa − fm) non-faulty devices alone remain as eligible to propose guarantees the yield of a good
proposal in (fa + fm + 1)
th iteration.
2 A good data may secure less than fm + 1 votes if many of the non-faulty devices do not have their
locally computed data ready yet to vote a consent.
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The device whose data proposal got voted upon in (w− 1)th step but did not secure enough
consent votes is marked as ineligible to propose any more in the current round (a device
can propose data at most once in a voting round). The initial step of voting algorithm
(w = 1) executes in a state where it is deemed that no data delivery has yet occurred and
the ineligibility set is empty (i.e., all the N devices are initially marked as eligible to propose
when a voting round starts).
We compute Dw(N,fa,fm,r): the probability of data delivery in w
th step, where 1 ≤ w ≤
(fa + fm). The probability of getting at least (fm + 1) consent votes in w
th step to enable
data delivery is determined by the tuple (x, y): where y is the number of non-faulty devices
that are already disabled from proposing data at the start of wth step (i.e., each of the y
devices has already computed a data and proposed it in an earlier step). This probability,
denoted as: vot(w,N,r)(x, y), factors in the number of additional consenting devices needed
in wth step — besides those drawn from (x, y) at the end of (w − 1)th step — to reach the
needed consensus. Recall that x is the number of faulty devices eligible to propose data in
the current voting step w: which constitutes the residual faulty behavior left-over from the
previous step (w − 1) to the current point. Capturing this 2-state dependency, Dw(··· ) is
computed by analyzing the event sequences that lead to a successful completion of wth step.
The computation of Dw(··· ) tracks the eligible pools of faulty and non-faulty devices in a
run up to the abort of (w−1)th iteration. The eligibility pool arises from the one-by-one dis-
ablement of devices to propose data as the voting round progresses through aborted iterations
1, · · · , (w − 1). The state-tracking involves ascending from wth level in the state reachabil-
ity tree towards the 1st level (i.e., root of the tree), computing the probabilities recursively
at various intermediate levels reached therein. We denote the probability computation at
wth level in the tree as a sub-formula: ξw(N,fa,fm,r)(x, y) — which invokes vot(w,N,r)(x, y) to
analyze all the events possible in wth step to effect a data delivery.
Incorporating the dependency on past state (w− 1), the data delivery probability in wth
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step is given recursively in terms of the probabilities computed at lower levels in the tree






ξw(N,fa,fm,r)([fa − w + 1 + y], y), (A.3)
where D0(··· ) = 0.0 and Dfa+fm+1(··· ) = 1.0 are the terminal conditions
3. Note that y is the
number of disabled non-faulty devices in a particular traversal of the tree to reach wth step4.
The allowed values of y, namely:
y ∈ [max({w − 1− fa, 0}),min({w − 1, fm})]1≤fa≤fm
depict various feasible traversals of the tree. In general, a computation ofDw(··· )|fa>0 involves
computing ξw(N,fa,fm,r)(x, y) for all the feasible traversals of state tree to reach w
th step: where
w ∈ [1, (fa + fm)]. The terminal case w = (fa + fm + 1) depicts only one possible traversal
to reach that state from (fa+ fm)
th step: namely, a disablement of all the faulty devices and
the fm non-faulty devices with ready data — and hence Dfa+fm+1(··· ) = 1.0 follows.
The sub-formula ξw(N,fa,fm,r)(x, y) computes the probability of data delivery at w
th level
3This depicts a traversal of the state reachability tree from a leaf node towards the root.
4None of the y devices is eligible to propose its data in wth step, but they can vote for/against a data
proposed by any of the other devices.
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for 1 ≤ x ≤ fa; y = fm
= votw(x, y) for x = 0; y < fm
= 1.0 for x = 0; y = fm; (A.4)






























α−β ] ], (A.5)
is in turn used for computing Dw(··· )|1≤w≤fa+fm . For w = 1, i.e., at the start of a voting round,
D0(··· ) = 0.0 is set as the initial condition — which depicts that the probability estimation of
does not involve any state-tracking. In a case of fa = 0, there is no faulty behavior in any of
the voting steps. Accordingly, the data delivery probability Dw(··· ) for 1 ≤ w ≤ fm is given














for fa = 0. (A.6)
Here, the device-level asynchrony in data generation is the only consideration when estimat-
ing Dw(··· ).
Interpreting Dj as the delivery of a data in j
th iteration and ¬Dj as a non-delivery
(1 ≤ j ≤ fa + fm + 1), the formulas (A.4)-(A.6) basically depict a conditional probability:
prob(Dj |¬Dj−1). It captures the state-dependency that the voting algorithm reaches j
th
iteration only if no data was delivered in (j − 1)th iteration, with prob(¬D0) = 1.0 and
prob(Dfa+fm+1|¬Dfa+fm) = 1.0 being terminal cases.
Appendix B
CDN: Traffic Flow and Feasible Proxy
Placement Analysis
B.1 Probability of client request finding out-of-date
content
Consider a case where x is an upstream proxy node shared by the client c with other clients.
In this case, the probability that a read request from c finds an up-to-date copy of p at x
depends on how often the read requests from other clients are incident on x and trigger an
update of the copy of p as needed in the CL scheme [84]. That c benefits by being able to
take a free-ride on the updates of p triggered by other clients is captured in the probability
formulation (case Dx ≥ 1):
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for Dx ≥ 1
ζ
1+ζ
for Dx = ∅
(B.1)
The case Dx = ∅ in Eq. B.1 indicates the scenario where a read request from c faces
out-of-date copy of p at an exclusive serving-node x. The probability u(c,x) is expressed as a
recurrence relation in terms of a probability u(c,d(x,c)), as shown below:
λ(c,x) = u(c,d(x,c)) × λ(c,d(x,c)) (B.2)
The termination condition for the recursion in Eq. B.1 is: λ(c,x) = λc for d(x,c) = NULL and
c ∈ C(x).
B.2 Recurrence relations for content-pull latency
Consider the downloading of content p requested by client c to a proxy node z when serviced
by a proxy node x over the distribution tree – where z = d(x,c).
We capture the aggregation of multiple flows at a content-forwarding node y in the
upstream path segment P (z, x, c) in the form of a shared use of the queues on network links
connecting y to x between the traffic generated by c that flows through z and the traffic
generated by the flows merging at y. This link-sharing manifests as increased latency suffered
by the customers along P (z, x, c), namely:








+ l(y, x, c), (B.3)
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where D′z is the set of downstream stores (both content-forwarding and content-storing type)
directly below z (note: Dz is the set of proxy nodes downstream from z — and hence









arising for a path segment P (a, b, c) ≡ [a, {}, b].
A complementary method estimates the network delay incurred by customer traffic flow-
ing downstream from x to z towards c — denoted as gc(z, x). The method considers the
splitting of traffic flows at the intermediate node y towards one or more clients {c′′} along
a downstream path segment disjoint from that connecting to c. The link-sharing between x
and y by control/data traffic flowing towards c with that flowing towards {c′′} and the ex-




















for a path P (z, {}, x); (B.4)


















for x = d(z′′,c); (B.5)
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The latency formula accounts for the read/write of a content from/to the storage disk of x/z
and the network delays incurred by the message exchanges with an upstream store for LTS
re-validation and content-pull in the midst of GTS message flows notifying content updates.
The message flow occurs at the rate of λs, which increases the queuing delays incurred by
the content data pulled by c along P (z, x, c) due to path sharing.









where µq′ is the storage service rate of master content server R.
The content pull latency incurred by a read request from c is given in terms of the
recurrence relations (B.5), as:






+ l(att(c), r, c) + gc(att(c), r) + L̂c(r, x)|r∈Dx . (B.6)
The first term of Equation (B.6) depicts the queuing delay incurred for the read of p by
c at the content storage node r in the presence of competing content writes to the storage
by a client c′ sharing r with c when c′ finds an out-of-date copy of p at r.
B.3 Proxy placement feasibility analysis
Given a placement of proxies {x}, parameter my in a predicate link(x, z, y,my) is determined
from the topological variables specifying a CDN tree. Suppose a function reach(x, y) deter-
mines the clients reachable from a node x (hosting content proxy) via a downstream node
y. The reach(x, y) identifies every client reachable from x via y — denoted as an internal
running variable c(x,y). It recursively descends down the subtree rooted at y towards the leaf
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nodes that attach to clients, updating c(x,y) at one or more intermediate branch-point nodes
during this traversal. It satisfies the relation: C(x) ⊇ reach(x, y) ⊇ reach(x, v)|v∈D′y , with
the traversal to a client attachment point terminating the recursion — note: reach(x, y) 6= ∅.
This recursive descent is specified as a code skeleton below:
reach(x, y) returns ”set of clients”
{ /* y may be a branch-point node */
dset := D′(y); /* Immediate downstream nodes of y; */
/* traverse from root of subtree */
if (dset = ∅)
return({c}) for |att(c)=y /* reached attachment point for client c */
else
tmp := ∅;
∀t ∈ dset do
tmp := tmp ∪ reach(x, t);
return(tmp).
}
As can be seen, the determination of my involves making a top-level invocation of
reach(x, y) starting at node y.
The use of reach(x, y) function in a feasibility evaluation is tied to the determination of
branch-points in a path that connects a node x to a client c via a node y. We denote this
relation as: P (x, y, c) ≡ [x, Z, y], where Z is on ordered list of nodes that lie in the path from
x to y with each node z ∈ Z having more than downstream branch that connects to other
clients {c′}. When Z = {}, the path (x, y) does not contain any branch-point. This relation
allows extracting the global connectivity structure of a CDN tree, which is needed the CDN
performance and feasibility analysis. The determination of branch-points Z is shown by the
following code-skeleton:
P (x, y, c) returns ”ordered list of branch-points”
{
input tree T (V̂ , Ê);
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bseq := [ ];
vset := {y}; a := y; found := FALSE;
repeat
∀t ∈ (V̂ − vset) do
if (t = x)
found := TRUE;
if (a ∈ D′(t))
a := t;
include t in vset;
if (|D′(t)| > 1)
bseq := bseq + a;
break;
until (found == TRUE);
return(bseq);
}
This function can be invoked when a system specification clause contains a term of the
form P (x, y, ).
To evaluate the predicate link(x, z, y,my), we consider the downstream network segment
(z, y) via an intermediate node z: where z 6= x depicts a general case (with z = x being a
degenerate case). We consider two scenarios based on whether the network segment (z, y)
has an intermediate branch-point or otherwise (as captured by topological variables):
1. [P (z, y, c(x,y)) ≡ [z, {}, y], i.e., (z, y) does not have an intermediate branch-point;
Traffic demand on (z, y) arises solely from the client transactional flows arriving at
node y;
2. [P (z, y, cx,y) ≡ [z, {k1, · · · }, y], i.e., (z, y) has an intermediate branch-point at nodes
k1, · · · ;
Traffic demand on (z, y) increases at every branch-point [k1, · · · ] as the transactional
flows arriving at node y are routed towards the upstream node z (it arises due to
the merger of other transactional flows arriving at the nodes m1, · · · ).
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We determine the traffic demand that is needed as input for evaluating the link(.) predicate.
In scenario 1 above, a single function invocation reach(x, y) suffices to compute the client
transactional loads. In scenario 2 however, two or more function invocations are needed:
namely, reach(x, y) ∪ reach(x, k1), · · · . This allows computing the increased traffic loads
on various upstream link segments along the path from z to y that arises from a merge of
additional client transactional flows at branch-points. When Dx 6= ∅, the scenario 2 should
also factor in the possible presence of proxy nodes listed in Dx that are reachable from the
branch-point k1. This information on downstream proxies allows accounting for the out-of-
date triggered content update traffic load on the network segment (z, k1) that emanates from
the proxy node x.
We define a function slst(x, k1) that returns the list of downstream proxies directly
reachable from proxy x via a branch-point node k1 — where |D
′
k1
| > 1. It descends down
the subtree rooted at node k1 to determine the presence of one or more proxies listed in Dx.
The function is specified by the code skeleton:
slst(x, k) returns ”set of proxies”
{ /* k may be a branch-point node */
dset := D′(k); /* Immediate downstream nodes of z; */
/* traverse from root of subtree */
if (dset = ∅)
return({}) /* reached attachment point for client c */
else
tmp := ∅;
∀t ∈ dset do
if (t ∈ Dx)
return({t}) /* downstream proxy found */
tmp := tmp ∪ slst(x, t);
return(tmp).
}
The client transactions incident on a proxy r ∈ slst(x, k) incurs a distinct traffic load
on the network segment (x, k) to carry content updates from its upstream proxy x via k, as
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triggered by the out-of-date situations occurring at r.
With the computation of traffic demands on various network segments in the path (z, y),
the predicate link(x, z, y,my) to ascertain the feasibility of transactional flows for a given
placement of proxies is specified as follows:






[Dx = ∅] =⇒ [P (z, y, ) ≡ [z, { , k2}, y]] =⇒





< Wn] ∧ link(x, z, k2, reach(x, k2));
[Dx 6= ∅] =⇒ [P (z, y, ) ≡ [z, {}, y] ∧ slst(x, z) = {y}] =⇒




µn′′(t, y)|D′t={y} − λs
< Wn];
[Dx 6= ∅] =⇒ [P (z, y, ) ≡ [z, {}, y] ∧ slst(x, z) = {}] =⇒






[Dx 6= ∅] =⇒ [P (z, y, ) ≡ [z, { , k2}, y] ∧ y ∈ G = slst(x, k2)] =⇒




µn′′(t, y)|y∈D′t − λs
< Wn] ∧ ∀s ∈ G [link(x, k2, s, reach(x, s))];
[Dx 6= ∅] =⇒ [P (z, y, ) ≡ [z, { , k2}, y] ∧ y 6∈ G = slst(x, k2)] =⇒





< Wn] ∧ ∀s ∈ G [link(x, k2, s, reach(x, s))].(B.7)
Note that the above feasibility condition stated for the CDN infrastructure gets invoked
from the top-level condition stated in 7.11 for the proxies. Since the conditions 7.11-B.7 are
inter-related, they should both be satisfied.
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